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SESSION 1A - JOINT MONASH UNIVERSITY/UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 

#ICUR14  #S1A 

LAURA RICCARDI  

DELTA WAVES: THE AMERICAN DREAM AND THE DEPRESSION  

ARTS (HISTORY)  MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA  
Dominant ideologies are not formed in a vacuum. They are conceived by people in positions of power in response to social conditions 

and forces beyond their complete control. My research investigates the development of the American Dream as the dominant idea of 

capitalist society in the context of widespread discontent amongst lower classes who were organising independently against mass 

unemployment and deprivation. My research aims to deconstruct the responses of the American establishment to industrial action during 

the Great Depression, a period in which many working class Americans began to question the logic of the system that had formerly been 

epitomised by the American Dream. This is relevant to historians today as the US is arguably experiencing an economic and political crisis 

of comprable magnitude to the Great Depression with unemployment, homelessness and poverty rising; yet research indicates the 

American Dream has been persistent in its hold over predominately poor, working class and non-white Americans. 

JESSICA GONZALEZ  

“ECHAO PA’DELANTE: EXAMINING THE STRUGGLES OF THE YOUNG LORDS AND BLACK PANTHER PARTIES”  

ARTS (HISTORY)  UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

In many ways, our contemporary understanding of the Modern Civil Rights Movement, and its associated successes and failures, has 

been severely limited through socio-historical and political machinations to collapse and periodize it. Rather than situating it within or 

connecting it to the broader historical continuum and highlighting the rich multiplicity of forms of struggle and survival, the simplistic 

narratives we receive through media (and other forms of cultural production) are ones of heroes and villains—of near-infallible visionaries 

and separatist and corrupt radicals, one that highlights the contributions of the few at the expense of the many. Two such groups whose 

historical agency and significance suffer from such undertakings are the Black Panther and the Young Lords Parties. It can be said that 

both groups have suffered not from a crisis of denotation, but one of connotation—referring specifically to the ways in which their 

collective contributions have been socially diminished as they are instead associated with fear, needless violence, corruption, militancy 

and relegated to the margins. Thus my research asks: how did these groups function as powerful symbols of transformation during 

Modern Civil Rights Movement? To what end? How and why were individuals within these groups and even the organizations themselves 

framed as threats to the social order and how would their objectification exacerbate their struggles for equality? I seek to uncover 

through a careful examination of foundational documents, news articles and other print media, interviews, and film, how socially 

produced marginalization enabled a multiplicity of violence against them (and their associated communities) and also illuminate some 

of the associated contemporary consequences. 

DAVID BRODHEAD  

“MODERN DYSTOCIA: ANCIENT PERSPECTIVES ON A TIMELESS ISSUE”  

ARTS (HISTORY)  UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON  
From 1996 until 2012, the rate of cesarean section in the United States has increased almost 63 percent from 797,119 to 1,296,070, 

reaching an all-time high of 32.9 percent of births at present. Starting in 2009, the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists 

has published guidelines for inducing labor and performing maternal-requested cesarean deliveries. Since 2007 the rate of “home-births” 

surged, increasing by almost 50 percent to over 35,000 now. Various media such as Ricki Lake’s popular documentary, The Business of 

Being Born, have questioned the current birthing system in the United States. They call for a return to “traditional” methods of infant 

delivery, or delivery primarily by midwife. The result is polarization between modern obstetrics and midwifery. Each faction is quick to 

place blame. This paper refocuses the discussion away from the usual statistical evidence of quantitative recordkeeping and concentrates 

on the anecdotal and proprietary experiences of ancient medical writers, drawing from often forgotten historical sources. With these in 

mind, I argue for a more holistic and nuanced approach to determining the correct course of action, bearing in mind the often competing 

interests of preserving and reducing historically low maternal and infant mortality rates against cultural and traditional concepts and 

identifiers. To do this I present a brief history of ancient gynecology and obstetrics, offer details into ancient dystocia (difficult labor) and 

its “remedies” (including embryotomy), and discuss the effect of innovation on dystocia. Finally, I reveal that birth is a far more 

complicated event than either traditionalists or western medicine recognize or willingly concede, reducing it to either a natural process 

or a pathological one, respectively. 
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SESSION 1B - JOINT MONASH UNIVERSITY 

#ICUR14  #S1B 

CAROLINE DEEN, GLORIA KWAN WAI LEUNG, LI WEN WESLEY TAY, VIVIAN PUI YAN TSANG, WING KI WONG, 

AND ZI QIN TOH 

INVESTIGATING PREVALENCE AND SOCIAL CAUSES OF MALNUTRITION WITHIN COMMUNITY DWELLING OLDER 

ADULTS. 

MEDICINE, NURSING, AND HEALTH SCIENCES (NUTRITION AND DIETETICS) MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA   

Aim: Prevalence of malnutrition in the community is estimated to be 10 to 30 percent yet it is under-recognised and the 

reasons for this are poorly understood. Malnutrition leads to increased mortality risk and reduced quality of life. The aim 

of this research was to determine the prevalence and the factors contributing to malnutrition within community dwelling 

older adults. The attitudes and current practices of Peninsula Health dietitians were also explored. Methods: A convenient 

sample of Peninsula Health clients (≥65 years) from community and acute settings (patient stay <3days) were screened 

for malnutrition using modified-Malnutrition Screening Tool (Mod-MST) over a 3-month period. The Australian-adapted 

United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Food Security Survey Module, focusing on the social causes of malnutrition, 

was used to follow up at risk clients (Mod-MST≥2). A survey was developed by the research team based on preliminary 

review of the literature. This was used to explore all Peninsula Health dietitians’ attitudes and current practices towards 

malnutrition (n=39). Results: Preliminary data shows that 10 clients (18%) were identified to be at risk of malnutrition from 

those screened (n= 56). At the time of print, factors affecting malnutrition in the local community were yet to be determined, 

but will be analysed by June 2014. Conclusion: Preliminary results show a high proportion of community dwelling older 

adults to be at risk of malnutrition. There is a need to develop community focused strategies to address the causes of 

malnutrition to improve quality of life.  

BRADLEY ALLSOPP  

THE CLOSED LOOP CONTROL OF WATER BALANCE 

MEDICINE, NURSING, AND HEALTH SCIENCES (HEALTH SCIENCE)  MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA

Water balance or the average saltiness of the human body is critical for health. It defines cell volume and derangements 

result in permanent brain damage. Traditional means of controlling water balance with the Fluid Balance Chart involve the 

calculation of all elements of water gains and losses. The largest of these losses is urine, which is measured as it is collected 

in a catheter bag. Other losses, such as from the skin and lung are estimated. Intravenous dextrose is then administered 

according to need. However this model of therapy fails to account for the total saltiness of the urine and can lead to 

dramatic errors in calculation. This is well documented in the literature. In addressing this need a device has been created 

that measures the saltiness of the urine based on conductivity and the flow rate of urine based on mass. This allows 

calculation of the urine water loss. The device processes the signals, calculates the real-time need for water and administers 

intravenous dextrose at the appropriate rate. This system operates on a closed loop and requires no decisions to be made. 

In evaluation of this device an ethics-approved randomised controlled trial evaluates the ability of the device to maintain 

the water balance of patients in the intensive care setting, as compared with traditional means. The implications for patient 

safety and economic savings are significant.  
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SESSION 2A - JOINT MONASH UNIVERSITY/NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 

#ICUR14  #S2A 

MELISSA VINCENT 

SIMULATION OF STARTING/STOPPING VORTICES FOR A LIFTING AEROFOIL 

ENGINEERING (AEROSPACE) MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA  

In order to recreate Prandtl’s flow visualisation films dealing with starting and stopping vortices produced by a lifting 

aerofoil and expand on that research, direct numerical simulation was used to perform numerical experiments on the 

starting and stopping of lifting aerofoil by solving the two-dimensional incompressible Navier–Stokes equations.  The 

simulation used a NACA 0012 aerofoil at angle of attack 𝛼 = 4°, the chord Reynolds number based on peak translation 

speed was 𝑅𝑒 = 10 000, and was conducted using a spectral element simulation code.  Trailing edge starting and stopping 

vortices and also a stopping leading edge vortex pair were produced.  Net circulation was calculated and was found to have 

a small positive value, which fell as domain size was increased.  The circulation agreed with the domain integral vorticity as 

expected.  We examined the aerodynamics of the aerofoil by calculating the lift and drag coefficients and the lift-to-drag 

ratio.  We found that CD was larger than CL when the aerofoil was accelerating and decelerating, but smaller during steady 

state velocity.  Most of the drag was associated with pressure gradients as opposed to viscous skin friction.  Details of 

circulation/vorticity generation and evolution will be presented. 

DEVVRAT SHAH 

PROCESSING AND CHARACTERISATION OF JUTE FIBER BASED HYBRID COMPOSITES 

ENGINEERING (MECHANICAL)  NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 

Advanced glass and carbon-fiber thermoset based composites industry have penetrated into key markets such as aerospace, 

automobile, marine, electronics and sports industry over the last century. But growing concerns of the use of non–

renewable oil based resources, ways of disposal being incineration and land filling, high carbon footprint and high costs 

have highlighted the significance of natural fiber composites which are bio-degradable and are manufactured from 

renewable materials which are cheaper, lighter, less abrasive, chemically and thermally insulated but weaker in strength as 

compared to glass fiber composites. Thus the research was based on the natural fiber composite laminates manufactured 

from jute fiber as the main constituent because of its high specific strength and one of the highest strength to cost ratio. 

Chopped coconut fibers and particulate flax are incorporate for improving the impact strength and tensile strength 

respectively. Unsaturated polyester resin is used as the matrix because of the high compatibility with jute fibers and 

strength. Twelve different combinations of balanced symmetric laminates are manufactured with jute being in uniaxial, 

cross ply and quasi-isotropic orientations. To assess mechanical properties of these different types of laminates, uniaxial 

tension test, compression test, three-point bending test, charpy test and izod tests were conducted. Results show high 

tensile strength and Young’s modulus for quasi isotropic Jute laminate suitable for tensile loading while cross-ply Jute with 

flax and coconut fibers show high flexural properties suitable for bending loads. Thus this would open the door to endless 

opportunities for applications in the composite market.  

WIWIK KARLINA  

CYBORG BEETLE: REMOTE RADIO CONTROL OF INSECT FLIGHT BY A MINIATURE WIRELESS MUSCULAR STIMULATOR 

ENGINEERING (AEROSPACE)  NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY

This report presents an implantable remote-radio control of a cyborg beetle’s flight. Basalar muscle, one of the direct flight 

muscles, was electrically stimulated by a miniature wireless stimulator in free flight. The wireless stimulator consists of a 

radio-built-in microcontroller, custom design printed circuit board (PCB), a micro battery and a live giant flower beetle 

platform (Mecynorhina torquata). The assembly has two channels of electrode stimulators implanted into the right and left 

basalar flight muscles. Flight commands are wirelessly transferred to the beetle-mounted system via a radio-frequency (RF) 

transmitter operated by a computer running custom software (BeetleCommander v1.8). Turns were elicited by direct 

muscular stimulation to the basalar muscle. Electrical muscular stimulation of basalar flight muscles through the remotely 

controlled implanted stimulators enabled us to control the contraction of the muscle accurately. Contraction of basalar 

muscle due to electrical stimulation led to an increase of the wing stroke amplitude and higher power generated which 

produced contralateral turns as a result.   
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SESSION 2B - JOINT MONASH UNIVERSITY/SINGAPORE MANAGEMENT UNIVERSITY 

#ICUR14  #S2B 

NATASHA ABRAHAMS 

WOMEN’S GENDERED EXPERIENCES IN UNDERGRADUATE PHYSICS IN AUSTRALIA  

ARTS (HISTORY)  MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA  

There is a deficit of women at all levels of physics, with fewer women at each successive level as women self-select out 
from the field. This is observable at the undergraduate level, with a smaller proportion of female students at each year 
level. Several factors are implicated in women’s suppressed performance and retention in university physics, as identified 
in the current literature. It is known that women studying science have a poorer student experience than men due to covert 
and overt sexism from peers and faculty. Stereotype threat, in which an individual’s performance in a task is inhibited due 
to their anxiety about confirming a negative stereotype, limits women’s performance at an aggregate level in mathematics 
and physics. The scarcity of female role models in physics and female students’ lesser confidence in their abilities are also  
linked to gender differences in physics. The culture of physics presents women with the unique challenge of how to 
negotiate their gender expression, as feminine behaviours conflict with the masculine values of physics. The body of recent 
literature examining women’s experiences in physics is sparse. Through semi-structured interviews with female 
undergraduate physics students, I will collect qualitative data on the gendered educational experience. This is expected to 
illuminate the challenges faced by undergraduate women in an Australian context, and how these challenges are managed. 
My study will provide a qualitative context to existing statistical information and identify how the experiences of women in 
Australian universities relate to those of women in physics internationally. 
 

CHEN SIYING, TAN WEN YUN, DENISE SOFIA YEO GEK YIN, JACOB MA JIAJIN 

LACKING SOCIAL SUPPORT SYSTEMS FOR TRANSGENDERS IN SINGAPORE  

SOCIOLOGY  SINGAPORE MANAGEMENT UNIVERSITY 

In this research paper, we sought to understand the unique challenges that female Indonesian domestic workers experience 

throughout the entire migration process and their stay in Singapore – from arrival to employment in the household space 

and lastly, their private spheres. This was explored through a series of qualitative interviews with various stakeholders 

including local Non-Governmental Organistations (NGOs) and 2 Indonesian Foreign Domestic Workers (FDWs). The first 

section of this paper examines the importance of considering globalization, neo-classical theories and social networks as 

factors driving migration flows in the context of Southeast Asia, before moving on specifically to include the historical and 

cultural background of Singapore in constructing the isolated position of ‘maids’ in the larger society. Thereafter, the second 

section of the paper analyses the findings from our interviews pertaining to the three aspects: arrival stage, working lives 

and personal lives respectively. Building on the valuable insights and perspectives narrated by the domestic workers, we 

then introduce recommendations for NGOs and the Singapore government that are aimed at improving the identification 

and management of employment problems, and ultimately better integrating Indonesian FDWs into the wider society.  
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SESSION 2C - MONASH UNIVERSITY 

#ICUR14  #S2C

JAMES ONG  

A ROLE OF GPR35 AND GPR65 IN INTESTINAL HOMEOSTASIS AND DISEASE  

MEDICINE, NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES (IMMUNOLOGY) MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA  

In developed countries, the incidence of inflammatory and allergic diseases is rising. This is associated with abnormalities 

in intestinal homeostasis (consisting normally of a healthy microbiota, intact epithelium and efficient mucosal immune 

system) which can alter immune function. In particular, G-protein coupled receptors are important in regulating intestinal 

homeostasis. However, the role of some receptors in regulating intestinal homeostasis, including GPR35 and GPR65, is 

unknown. GPR35 is a receptor for kynurenic acid, a tryptophan metabolite, while GPR65 is a proton-sensing GPCR activated 

by ectracellular acidification. Being expressed in peripheral leukocytes, both of these receptors regulate many immune 

functions such as pro-inflammatory cytokine expression. These receptors are also linked to disease: while GPR35 is 

associated with ulcerative colitis and allergic disease GPR65 is necessary to regulate inflammatory diseases. Nevertheless, 

the mechanisms linking these two receptors to intersinal homeostasis and disease have not been studied. Hence, the aim 

of this project is to elucidate the functions of GPR35 and GPR65 in maintaining intestinal homeostasis and regulating 

immune function. Wild-type, Gpr35-/- and Gpr65-/- mice will be used to study different components of intestinal 

homeostasis and the immune system under healthy conditions and under infectious, allergic and inflammatory disease 

models. It is hoped that this project will enhance our understanding of the roles of GPR35 and GPR65 in intestinal 

homeostasis and the immune system, putting forward mechanisms linking these receptors to different diseases. This could 

possibly lead to the development of novel therapeutics targeting these receptors to modulate immune function and 

intestinal homeostasis. 

HAKAN TARAKCI  

ZEBRAFISH MODELS FOR MYOPATHIES CAUSED BY MUTATIONS IN TPM3  

SCIENCE (GENETICS AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY) MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA  

Skeletal muscle is the most abundant tissue in the human body and is responsible for movement, maintaining posture and 

stabilising joints. Tropomyosins are a family of conserved actin-binding proteins that play the important role of regulating 

muscle contractions and stabilising the thin filaments of sarcomeres. Mutations in tropomyosin 3 (TPM3), which encodes 

the slow muscle specific isoform, have been shown to cause several muscle disorders, or myopathies. Currently, there are 

21 known mutations in TPM3 that cause several myopathies; including nemaline myopathy, cap myopathy and congenital 

fibre type disproportion. Despite the mutations known in TPM3, how these mutations actually result in disease is poorly 

understood. We aim to characterise the mechanism of disease of four specific disease-causing mutations in TPM3 (M9R, 

L100M, R168C and R168H). Using transgenic and mosaic zebrafish, the structure of muscle will be analysed using histology 

and antibody labelling at multiple stages during development. We anticipate that these mutations will affect the localisation 

and activity of other sarcomeric proteins, specifically actin, the major component of the thin filament. In addition, time-

lapse confocal microscopy will be used to observe the onset and progression of the phenotype in vivo. This is the first known 

study to use zebrafish to model myopathies caused by mutations in TPM3. Currently, there is no known cure or drug 

treatment for myopathies. Animal models can be utilised to shed light on the disease progression and mechanism of disease 

– having direct implications for the development of a cure and treatment for myopathies.  

INGRID AUGUSTO 

LOCALIZING THE REGULATOR PROTEIN RABGAP TBC1D4 INSIDE THE AUTOPHAGY PATHWAY  

SCIENCE (BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE)  MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA  

Autophagy is the process by which cytoplasmic materials reach lysosomes for degradation. It is responsible for guaranteeing 

cell survival in spite of external stresses (e.g starvation time) by recycling of nutrients. Understanding the regulatory 

machinery of autophagy pathway it is important due to the relation of this cell activity with human pathologies. It is 

recognized the coordination of autophagy by the RabGTPases proteins that are switch molecules between GDP/GTP bound 

form. The regulators of that change are enzymes GEFs (activation) and GAPs (inactivation). Because of the specificity on 

their action displayed for RabGTPases and its regulators, to study the spatiotemporal distribution of these proteins can 
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improve our understanding about their interactions helping to create therapies against diseases promoted by their 

dysregulation. Based on these, this research aims to localize and characterize morphologically RabGAPs that have been 

reported into the autophagy. We focus on RabGAP TBC1D4 (or AS160) which recently was characterized only proteomically 

into that process. As methodology, we are using cryoimmunogold labelling in dendritic primary cells culture under four 

conditions of autophagy induction plus controls. The cells were fixed with PFa, then embedded progressively in gelatin 12% 

and frozen with liquid nitrogen. Currently, samples of two conditions have been sectioned in 60nm and labelled with distinct 

concentrations of antibody TBC1D4 to set up the better protocol of analysis. We expect in briefly to obtain the immuno-

electron microscopy images of each condition to infer the localization, possible role and importance of the RabGAP TBC1D4 

inside the autophagy pathway. 
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SESSION 2D – JOINT UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA/UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 

#ICUR14  #S2D

NITHIN SRINIVASAN  

TO FIGHT OR NOT TO FIGHT: KIN RECOGNITION IN TERMITES 

ANATOMY AND HUMAN BIOLOGY   UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

There are 2937 characterised species of termites worldwide with new species still being discovered. In Australia and New 

Zealand alone, there are over 270 termite species, many of which are endemic to this region. Thus far, only the significant 

pest species have been intensively studied. However, termites are key ecological species because of their cellulose 

degradation activities and there is a need for more research into local termites. This project aims to optimise standard 

techniques for the differentiation of termite colonies of three endemic species of interest: Amitermes obeuntis, 

Drepanotermes tamminensis and Tumulitermes westraliensis. The first technique to be tested involves aggression tests. In 

these tests, workers and soldiers of different colonies are placed together and observed at various time points. I expect 

individuals from different colonies to display aggressive behaviours towards each other. The second technique involves 

micro-satellite profiling for the species of interest. Initially, already available primers of related species will be trialled. As 

required, new primers, at a minimum of 10 loci will be generated using DNA shotgun sequencing approach. The resulting 

micro-satellite profiles can then be used to differentiate colonies. To conclude, these methods will allow me to determine 

how related different colonies within a species are, as well as how they behave with one another. My techniques will also 

be beneficial in understanding kin selection and conflicts in termite societies. 

ETHAN FITZCLARENCE  

REMEDIATION OF DRYLAND SALINITY AND ITS IMPACTS ON ROSS RIVER VIRUS VECTORS IN SOUTHWEST WESTERN 

AUSTRALIA  

MEDICINE  UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

Dryland salinity is a form of ecosystem degradation caused by the removal of native vegetation and the resulting rise in the 

water table. Previous studies have shown a relationship between dryland salinity and increased abundance of Aedes 

camptorhynchus, a vector for Ross River Virus (RRV). A. camptorhynchus is tolerant of saline conditions, and in saline 

conditions receives less competition from other species as well as less predation from macro-invertebrates less tolerant to 

the increased salinity. Throughout Western Australia (WA) attempts to reduce dryland salinity have occurred. One of the 

methods utilised is the construction of deep drains, designed to remove saline water from the landscape, causing it to flow 

elsewhere. This study compared larvae populations in water samples from areas affected by dryland salinity. Samples were 

taken from inside deep drains, as well as upstream and downstream (proximal + distal) of the drains inlet into local rivers. 

Control samples were also collected around the region from rivers unaffected by deep drains. The data was analysed 

through analysis of variance and assessment of sampling distribution. An association was detected between the use of deep 

drains and larval A. camptorhynchus populations, indicating that current environmental remediation techniques may be 

affecting RRV contraction risk in southwest Western Australia. 

ANTHONY RECIDORO 

NEURONAL REGULATION OF REGENERATIVE BONE GROWTH IN ZEBRAFISH FIN  

BIOLOGY UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 

Disruption of the nervous system has been widely associated with aberrant bone function. The capacity for zebrafish to 

undergo rapid bone regeneration following fin amputation confers unique opportunities to examine neuroskeletal signaling 

within a highly tractable experimental system. In this study, we developed a model of cholinergic disruption in the 

regenerating tail fin using intramuscular injections of Botuliunum toxin B (BTxB). The tail fin is muscularized only at the base. 

By administering BTxB into the base, we were able to examine remote effects of BTxB at the distal tip while minimizing the 

influence of impaired muscle near the regenerate. BTxB resulted in multi-faceted effects on bone regeneration in adult 

zebrafish. For example, BTxB fish exhibited a significant decrease in the % length of bone regrowth compared to saline 

controls (sal: 74.8±8.1%, btx: 35.2±4.6%, p<0.001 for treatment, n=5). The degree of inhibition was significantly more 

pronounced in the middle of the regenerate compared to the dorsal/ventral regions (p<0.05 for region: treatment), 

suggesting that the trophic influence of fin base nerves can be spatially focused to distinct fin regions. Finally, when fish 

were calcein stained, we found that BTxB dramatically decreased osteoblast activity in regenerating bone. Interestingly, the 
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effects of BTxB appeared to be spatially restricted within individual rays, as evidenced by marked differences in osteoblast 

activity between adjacent rays. This suggests a potential role for intra- and/or inter-ray nerves in mediating the effects of 

nerve disruption in the fin base on osteoblast activity in the distal tip. Collectively, these studies demonstrate the capacity 

for focal cholinergic disruption to remotely alter bone regeneration in a multi-faceted manner. Given the genetic and optical 

tools for dissecting neural pathways in zebrafish, this model provides a powerful platform for identifying novel mechanisms 

underlying neural control of bone growth. 
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SESSION 3A – MONASH UNIVERSITY 

#ICUR14  #S3A

CRAIG ANDREWS  

RECONSIDERING THE IMPEACHMENT OF WARREN HASTINGS, THE FIRST GOVERNOR-GENERAL OF INDIA 1772 – 1785 

ARTS (HISTORY)  MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 

Whilst the spectacle of the impeachment and trial of Warren Hastings, the first Governor-General of Bengal (1772 - 1785) 

has been studied exhaustively, the various conflicts within the EIC Supreme Council of Bengal have been under-represented 

in such studies. This paper will examine the relationship between Hastings and one particular such member of the Council, 

Philip Francis. It considers how the nature of that relationship shaped the initiation of impeachment proceedings, and 

argues that the impeachment proceedings were influenced by personal and perhaps ideological differences in a far more 

profound way than current historiography suggests. In doing so, this paper seeks to enrich the range of historical scholarship 

surrounding the early ruler-administrators of British India. 

SARAH HURLEY  

DISEASE, DISCRIMINATION AND DEPRAVITY: LIFE IN HOBART FOR THE SAKE OF AN ANTIPODEAN ENGLAND  

ARTS (HISTORY)  MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 

The way British colonists in Hobart, Tasmania came to terms with the Australian environment is the focus of my Honours 

thesis. From 1788 to 1839, British settlers desired to create an Antipodean England, based on improvement and prosperity. 

The Reverend Robert Knopwood, one such settler, wanted to civilise and profit from Hobart's arable land of Huon pine 

forests, along the Derwent River. Convicts, such as James Watts, were the labourers used to transform the land into an 

agricultural society like in England. This desire to replicate an English environment, however, contrasted to the reality of 

life in Hobart. Knopwood, along with other British settlers, suffered starvation because they failed to grow food. The labour 

forced upon convicts created class tension with settlers. Tasmanian Aborigines, such as Wayler, resisted the interruption 

of their fire regimes and appropriation of their hunting grounds by British colonists. These hardships are evident in a close 

examination of the lives of Knopwood, Watts and Wayler, the journals of G.P. Harris and George Evans, the Hobart Town 

Gazette and Colonial Times newspapers, drawings of Aboriginal peoples by early British and French explorers and 

government and municipal records from Van Diemen's Land and New South Wales. Using a socio-environmental history 

approach, my thesis adds to the current lack of Tasmanian historiography in this area. It reveals that the British colonists in 

Hobart caused problems for themselves and for Tasmanian Aborigines because of their pursuit of improvement and 

prosperity.   

MORGAN GRIFFITHS 

THE STUNTED PRINCEDOM OF LLYWELYN AP GRUFFYDD  

ARTS (HISTORY)  MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 

This paper argues that the thirteenth-century Prince of Wales, Llywelyn ap Gruffydd, constructed himself as the hegemon 

of the Welsh princes, rather than their feudo-vassalic lord. By so doing, he created a political power that could not outlive 

him, and one which was precarious, even at its high. Llywelyn in fact showed himself uninterested in the continuation of 

Wales as a cohesive entity beyond his own reign in his quest for political autonomy within Pura Wallia. Using two brief cases 

to demonstrate Llywelyn’s political practices — his weak treatment of ‘vassals’ such as Maredudd ap Rhys and Gruffudd ap 

Gwenwynwy, and his disinterest in fostering a viable successor, culminating in his eventual marriage to the daughter of an 

English royal enemy — this paper will conclude that Llywelyn did not seek to create a traditional ‘feudal’ lordship in Wales. 

Furthermore, his dealings with the Princes and native rulers of Wales actually set a precedent for their continued treachery 

and disloyalty. Thus, Llywelyn and Wales were not just economically, but socially incapable of defending themselves against 

a concerted English offensive. Examining this medieval issue helps us to understand the nature of the destruction and 

integration of Wales into England and the proto-British empire of the Isles, and the beginning of the social and political 

climate of today. Given the contested social issues of Scotland currently, this understanding has never been more 

important.  
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SESSION 3B – MONASH UNIVERSITY 

#ICUR14  #S3B

HAYLEY ELLIS  

THE NUTRIENT AVAILABILITY OF HEAT AFFECTED CHICKEN LITTER AS AN AGRICULTURAL ORGANIC AMENDMENT 

GEOGRAPHY (SOIL SCIENCE)  MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 

Sustainable food production is important with increasing population growth. It is therefore important for society to focus 

on sustainable methods of incorporating nutrients into the soil profile to maintain crop production whilst decreasing 

reliance on synthetic fertilisers. Sources such as chicken litter are important in this process as it is a high nutrient containing 

source, however due to the pathogen risk they present it is becoming increasing difficult to use and it has been banned in 

Western Australia. This study therefore aims to determine whether biocharred chicken litter compost can be used as a 

pathogen free alternative to composted chicken litter as an agricultural amendment. The methodology used includes a 

chemical analysis of the samples before incubation, followed by an analysis of incubated samples in a sandy loam soil 

timeframes of 7 to 30 days. The chemical analysis includes pH, electrical conductivity, total and organic carbon, C/N ratio, 

total and plant-available nitrogen and phosphorus, soluble ions (K, Ca, Mg and Al), soluble metals (Cu, Zn, Mn and Fe) and 

greenhouse gas emissions. It is anticipated that this study will show that biocharred chicken litter compost will have biochar 

produced from chicken litter compost will have sufficient nutrient availability to replace composted chicken litter as an 

agricultural amendment. 

CATHERINE HOLMES 

SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL ASSESSMENT OF WATER QUALITY CHANGES IN VICTORIAN RIVERS  

SCIENCE (GEOGRAPHY)     MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 

The input of nutrients into Victorian rivers has been affected by land use practices, bushfires, droughts and soil type. Healthy 

rivers are important because they provide a source of drinking water and are critical to ecosystem health. This project will 

study the water quality of Victorian rivers over time and the factors that contribute to the quality of water. This will be 

undertaken by studying the concentrations of six different forms of nitrogen and phosphorus (NOX, NH3, TKN, TN, PO4 and 

TP) in approximately 25 rivers throughout Victoria, Australia. These nutrients are important because they are commonly 

added to soils in fertilisers and can contribute to the eutrophication of rivers, which can cause water quality degradation. 

The concentration data will be sourced from Melbourne Water and the Department of Environment and Primary Industries 

and then analysed for statistical trends. The data will then be compared with GIS layers indicating the different land uses 

and soil types to determine the impact of these differing factors on the nutrient concentrations. The effect of bushfire 

regimes and the recent drought will also be studies to again determine whether these have an impact on the nutrient 

concentrations. This study should show that agricultural land uses have the highest impact on nutrient concentrations due 

to the inputs of fertilisers. The data used has not been analysed in detail to compare the impact of nutrients with land uses. 

In addition, a comparison of urban, agricultural and pristine land uses has not been undertaken in Victoria.   
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SESSION 3C – MONASH UNIVERSITY 

#ICUR14  #S3C

NICHOLAS LANGDON  

ECONOMIC STATECRAFT AND NUCLEAR WEAPONS: A NEW ASSESSMENT 

ARTS (POLITICS)                UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE 

My research is investigating the effectiveness of economic statecraft, sanctions in particular, on the nuclear weapons 

programmes of Iran and North Korea. Economic statecraft is one of the major strategies the international community 

utilises to influence the behaviour of rogue states through coercive measures. The theory being that restricting 

international commerce and adversely affecting personal finances of the target government will compel the state to alter 

its behaviour. Since the end of the Cold War economic sanctions have become the de facto first response to international 

crises. One of the first global reactions to Russia's recent annexation of Crimea was the implementation of sanctions on 

Russian businesses and individuals close to the Kremlin. However I am arguing that the theoretical basis of sanctions theory 

is in fact too limited to have much effectiveness in the instances I am examining, North Korea and Iran. Economic statecraft 

is based on a liberal understanding of international relations, one where markets and institutions are central, and where 

obstructing them will cause widespread anger by the citizens of the target state who will pressure their government to 

change their behaviour. However in the case of an autocratic one party state such as North Korea or Iran the evidence 

shows this mostly will not work, and when the specific nature of these regimes is fully accounted for, sanctions often end 

up having the opposite effect to what was intended, strengthening rather than weakening the government. Therefore an 

expanded understanding of the limitations of sanctions is required. 

SHUSEI ESHIMA 

HOW TO EXPLAIN DIffERENT LEVELS OF POLITICAL SUPPORT WITH DEMOCRACY: THE CASES OF EGYPT AND TUNISIA  

ARTS (POLITICS AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES)     UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK 

If we look at the public opinion data in 2012, you can find an interesting fact. People in Egypt, where the backlash of the 

Arab Spring happened in 2013, are more satisfied with the country’s politics than people in Tunisia, where the backlash has 

not happened up until now. Why only the Egypt experienced the backlash, where the political support is not low? Before 

we discuss the relation between political support and the backlash, political support itself should be analysed, since there 

is a possibility that political support comes from different reasons in each country. The research question of this paper is 

how these different levels of political support with democracy can be explained. In the theory part, I firstly reviewed the 

concept of democracy to conduct empirical analysis in the next part. Then, I also reviewed previous studies regarding 

political support to borrow and expand several ways of research that can also be applied to the situation in the Middle East. 

The most important point I found is that economic factors are often missed in the studies of political support, but they are 

also useful. In empirical analysis part, I found relations between individual economic view of their countries and political 

support by using binary logistic regression. Finally, I conclude that if statistical results and economic factors (GDP and GNI) 

are combined, they can explain the difference in political support. I also stated some suggestions for future study in political 

support. 
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SESSION 3D – JOINT UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA/SINGAPORE MANAGEMENT 

UNIVERSITY 

#ICUR14  #S3D

RACHEL WEBB  

THE EFFECT OF STUDY ABROAD EXPERIENCES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF GLOBAL CITIZENS 

ULTRIS PROGRAM - PSYCHOLOGY               UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

Despite the vast research on the benefits of study abroad, little is understood about its role in developing the global citizen. 

Although past literature has suggested that studying abroad can assist in developing a more globally aware graduate, there 

is little quantitative evidence available to support these theories. As higher education becomes increasingly 

internationalised, educating students to become more internationally competent and graduating as global citizens is a 

difficult yet vital process. This study aims to quantify differences in levels of global citizenship between students who have 

and have not studied abroad. An adaptation of the Global Citizenship Survey was completed by third year undergraduate 

students at an Australian university. The survey examines three recognised factors determining global citizenship: social 

responsibility, global competence, and global civic engagement. Analysis of the initial results suggest that students who 

have studied abroad reported higher levels of global citizenship in comparison to those students who have not studied 

abroad. Although a difference was observed in mean scores, most students only scored moderately on the scale. The 

findings of this research suggest that study abroad has a positive influence on the development of the global citizen. 

Furthermore, the findings of this research show the importance of incorporating study abroad programs in university 

studies in order to prepare Australian students for an increasingly internationalised higher education system and workforce. 

NG QI YOU 

TECHNOLOGY AND ITS IMPACT ON EDUCATION  

INFORMATION SYSTEMS        SINGAPORE MANAGEMENT UNIVERSITY 

Generally, students invest time studying at places such as a university to receive an education. At there, through lectures 

and collaboration with faculties and fellow colleagues, they create and transmit knowledge for themselves and their 

communities. In recent years, more educational institutions, such as universities, are embracing technology in an attempt 

to enrich their students’ learning experience. Well-intended educators have also advocate for universities to embrace 

technology to be able to reach out to potential students outside their campuses or locality. An example is the increasing 

popularity of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) which boast rapid adoption by users around the world and 

participation from top universities which share their video lectures and materials on the platform. On top of that, it has its 

fair share of staunch advocates (within and outside academia) pushing for its adoption. While there is common consensus 

that there is “much” technology can do to improve the education system, such as in the area of content/information 

delivery in the form of video lectures and online quizzes, one must be conscious that there is “only so much” technology 

can do. The media oftentimes “play up” the role and impact of technology on education. In my paper, I hope to give a more 

balanced view on the contribution of technology towards education and discuss why despite huge advancement in 

technology and adoption by educational institutions, the general education landscape had not changed much, such as in 

the areas of learning pedagogy and modes of assessments. 

POH TECK BOON BRUNO 

TRANS-PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP NEGOTIATIONS: EXPLORING THE LEGAL AND POLITICAL REALITIES AT WORK  

LAW                       SINGAPORE MANAGEMENT UNIVERSITY 

The Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (“TPP”) promises to create one of world’s most integrated trade blocs, linking 

Pacific Rim countries in most commercial fronts. Economic benefits appear very encouraging. Behind this façade, there 

exists politicking, use of extreme diplomatic pressure, and strategic positioning, mostly by the United States (“U.S.”). The 

U.S. hopes to counterbalance China’s economic and military rise by maintaining a presence in Asia-Pacific. Yet, a “high-

quality” TPP cannot do without a convergence of economic, governmental and policy-driven interests. Questionable 

negotiation tactics and attempts to reproduce U.S. legislation in the TPP have however, undermined its anticipated 

effectiveness. While it is reasonable and defensible for the U.S. to cherry-pick, promote self-interest, and push its own 

agenda, the application of a one-size-fits-all approach to TPP provisions that mirrors U.S. law is not. Burdening the 

international community with laws that potentially hurt the interests of developing Members is to nobody’s benefit. 
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Domestically, the Obama Administration faces an uphill task of convincing Congress to grant it Trade Promotion Authority. 

Without the certainty of U.S. accession, the TPP risks a premature collapse. Further, the U.S. needs to quell international 

apprehension, address the concerns of critics, and win over domestic opposition in order to make its accession a plausible 

reality. Otherwise, the TPP would technically be a failure since it would not achieve its mostly US-inspired goals. This has 

become increasingly urgent given how the recent Ukraine conflict has revealed to its Pacific allies U.S. diplomatic limitations.  
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SESSION 3E – JOINT NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY/UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 

#ICUR14  #S3E

KEVIN SUHARTONO  

UTILISATION OCEAN WAVE ENERGY USING SUBMERGED PLATES 

CIVIL ENGINEERING                NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 

Experimental and numerical studies have been done in the past to investigate the performance of a stationary submerged 

rectangular thin plate as a breakwater. As advanced, a novel experimental study has been carried out to analyze the 

nonlinear relationship between regular (monochromatic) waves and a dynamic submerged horizontal plate. In this study, 

a submerged thin horizontal plate was allowed to move, yet solely limited to vertical direction (upward and downward) in 

illustrating a breakwater. The experimental results showed that the dynamic submerged plate performed effectively in 

terms of wave energy dissipation along with wave transmission. The rectangular submerged thin plate structure served as 

barrier to reduce wave transmission, whereas the vertical movements of the plate helped to dissipate more wave energy 

as it was converted into significant amount of kinetic energy of the plate. A comparison of hydraulics performance between 

the dynamic submerged plate in this experiment and the static plate in another study was also examined. The final results 

of the study exhibit that the new concept of moving submerged plate breakwater is more effective in dual simultaneous 

purpose: wave protection and wave energy capturing which is potential to be converted into electricity by installing 

generator connected to the moving plate. 

ROUNAK MEHTA 

OPTIMISATION OF PIEZOELECTRIC HARVESTORS  

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING             NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 

With rapid technological developments in wireless sensor technology there comes the issue of a reliable power supply to 

these sensor nodes. One interesting option is harvesting ambient energy through vibrations with piezoelectric devices. 

Piezoelectric transduction devices provide the highest power density as compared to electromagnetic and capacitive 

devices. These devices are most efficient at resonance and thus able to provide larger power outputs at certain frequencies. 

Over the last decade, methods to manually tune the natural frequency of the harvester have been explored. My research 

looks to formulate and understand mechanisms to change natural frequencies of such systems and Apply these tuning 

approaches to automatically tune piezoelectric harvesters, while trying to ensure that minimum power is consumed by the 

tuning mechanism in the process. It is a challenge to work on a small scale that is, in the millimeter range; another issue is 

making sure that the tuning system is passive, or only consumes power during a change in frequency. Mathematical 

relations relating tuning masses, and its locations on a piezoelectric bimorph to the resonance frequency were formulated. 

The piezoelectric bimorph’s resonance frequency was successfully varied using a 8mm diameter motor. Current work 

involves automating the process to give a stable power supply. Thus enabling efficient self-powering of remote sensors and 

powering the trend of wireless sensor networks. Examples of applications include tire pressure-monitoring systems, oil and 

gas sensors, and networks of remote temperature, stress, speed and positioning sensors. 

WENBI WU 

THE INFLUENCE OF QUANTUM DOT SURFACE LIGANDS ON THE OPERATION OF HYBRID POLYMER/QUANTUM DOT SOLAR 

CELLS  

BIOCHEMISTRY                 UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 

Solar technology is a potential way to help meet the growing demand for clean, renewable energy. Hybrid composites of 
inorganic quantum dots, with organic semiconducting polymers offer a potential means of producing low-cost, solution-
processable photovoltaics. The synthesis of quantum dots typically involves the use of large surfactant molecules to 
facilitate particle growth and solubility. These native ligands act as electrical insulators that impede charge transport in 
photovoltaic devices. Therefore, it is necessary to exchange these large ligands with small molecules to achieve efficient 
charge carrier photogeneration and transport. In this research, we examine bulk heterojunction blends of low band gap 
PbS quantum dots with the conjugated polymer poly((4,8-bis(octyloxy)benzo(1,2-b:4,5-b')dithiophene-2,6-diyl)(2- 
((dodecyloxy)carbonyl)thieno(3,4-b)thiophenediyl)) (PTB1) treated with different ligands including halide ions and organic 
crosslinkers. By using photoinduced absorption and transient photovoltage techniques, we study the long-lived charge 
generation dynamics and recombination kinetics of our devices. We find that the ligand treatments exhibiting higher device 
performance correlate to longer carrier recombination lifetimes in both spectroscopic and photovoltaic device 
measurements.  
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SESSION 4A – JOINT MONASH UNIVERSITY/MONASH MALAYSIA 

#ICUR14  #S4A

LISA DO  

LET’S BE FIT TOGETHER! GROUP IDENTITY SALIENCY AND MESSAGE FRAMES: IMPLICATIONS ON CONSUMER GOALS 

BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS (MARKETING)                MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 

The present research addresses one of the Australian Government’s Strategic Research Priorities topics; Promoting 

population health and wellbeing. Specifically, I examine how group identity saliency affects consumers’ perceptions of 

persuasive messages in the context of healthcare marketing. Prior research has shown that calling attention to one’s group 

identity can influence consumers’ decision-making processes. The present research proposes that group identity saliency 

will influence how consumers perceive messages with different frames (positive or negative) through the activation of 

consumer goals (approach or avoidance goals). I will conduct two experiments to examine how making one’s group identity 

salient will impact subsequent healthy behavioural intentions. Study 1 tests the hypothesis that when consumers are 

primed with group (vs. individual) identity, negative framed messages will be more effective than positive framed messages, 

subsequently leading consumers to respond with more favourable healthy behavioural intentions. Following that, study 2 

tests the hypothesis that group (vs. individual) identity saliency activates consumers’ goals (approach or avoidance), which 

in turn will influence their responses to messages with different frames (positive or negative) and subsequent healthy 

lifestyle intentions. That is, study 2 examines consumer goals (approach or avoidance) as the mechanism underlying the 

effect of group identity saliency on message frame. The findings from this research will contribute to the healthcare 

marketing literature and have significant implications for practitioners and policy makers with the aim of promoting a 

healthier community. 

MATIN MORTAZAVI KACHI 

ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL CORRELATES OF PURCHASING DECISION IN A VIRTUAL MARKETPLACE  

MEDICINE, NURSING, AND HEALTH SCIENCES (PSYCHOLOGY)              MONASH UNIVERSITY MALAYSIA 
Although the neural correlates of consumers' preferences towards certain products have already been extensively studied, the brain 

mechanisms underlying actual purchasing decisions (i.e., "Buy" vs. "Not Buy" decisions) are still largely unknown. The present project 

aims to test the hypothesis that purchasing decisions are determined by a process of "prediction error monitoring", a mechanism that 

has extensively been studied in cognitive neuroscience. Prediction error (PE) is a discrepancy between reward expectations and actual 

reinforcements. PE is a well-known neural mechanism thought to be computed in medial frontal areas, and it is believed to be the core 

basis of most individual economic behaviors. In particular, it is hypothesized that PE would be involved in evaluating whether the price 

of a product is above or below consumers' expectations, thereby influencing consequent purchasing decisions. In order to test this 

hypothesis. The Feedback-Related Negativity (FRN) will be used to measure the magnitude of PEs triggered by over- and under-priced 

products in a virtual shopping task inspired by previous research. The FRN is a pattern of brain electrical activity measured through non-

invasive EEG scalp electrodes which is known to index the magnitude of PEs. The main prediction is that the FRN will be sensitive to 

discrepancies between expected and real prices, and that this sensitivity to price discrepancies will predict buy/not-buy decisions. If these 

hypotheses are confirmed, this study would to provide a clear link between a well-known theoretically delineated neural mechanism and 

actual observable purchasing decisions. 

HONGQI TAN 

IS BEAUTY AND ADVANTAGE OR A DISADVANTAGE FOR COMMERCIAL SEX WORKERS IN BANGLADESH?  

BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS (ECONOMICS)               MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 

Previous literature claims that attractive people are generally treated better. I test this hypothesis by examining non-

monetary beauty premium and beauty discrimination against commercial sex workers in Bangladesh. The non-monetary 

beauty premium measures the level of oppression associated with beauty from clients and employers, where lower level 

of oppression signifies higher premium receive by sex workers. Beauty discrimination determines whether sex workers are 

discriminated against based on their appearance. It is measured by the level of oppression from police, local leaders and 

lovers of the sex workers. Using the data set drawn from the Policy Research on the Socially Disadvantaged Women and 

their Children in Bangladesh survey, I find that more attractive sex workers receive a lower non-monetary beauty premium. 

This result is inconsistent with previous claim that attractive people are given preferential treatment. I also find that beauty 

discrimination does not exist, that is, discrimination toward sex workers is present in Bangladesh regardless of the 

appearance of sex workers. 
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SESSION 4B – MONASH UNIVERSITY 

#ICUR14  #S4B

ABBIE YUNITA  

SOCIAL SAFEGUARDS AND EQUITY IN REDD+: THE NEED FOR SYNCHRONY OF GOOD GOVERNANCE AT LOCAL, NATIONAL 

AND INTERNATIONAL LEVELS 

ARTS (INTERNATIONAL STUDIES)                MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 

As the third largest greenhouse gas emitter with the fastest rate of deforestation in the world, Indonesia is a key player in 

the global effort to reduce emissions from deforestation and forest degradation (REDD+). The idea of REDD+ is simple: 

reward communities, projects, and governments for their reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from deforestation. 

However, equity issues embedded in contested tenure and conflicting policies in forest areas are inhibiting progress 

towards an effective implementation of REDD+. Within this context, the United Nations formalised the need for social 

safeguards, including participation in decision-making and recognition of local and indigenous rights. Where so far the main 

focus of research has been on the importance of safeguards to prevent unintended adverse consequences of REDD+, this 

article examines whether social safeguards are sufficient in themselves to achieve REDD+ objectives. It does so by 

contextualising contemporary governance issues, looking at how past and current policy discourses and governance 

structures are shaping REDD+ implementation. Against this backdrop, the article asks whether safeguards can ensure equal 

distribution of REDD+ costs and benefits (distributive equity); facilitate equal participation (procedural equity); and foster 

efforts to address existing processes that shape inequity in forest areas (contextual equity). The paper concludes that for 

REDD+ to achieve its objectives, principles such as effective participation and respect for indigenous and local rights need 

to be more than safeguarded. They must become the norms, reflected in laws and legislation, as well as in governance 

procedures and practices at local, national, and international levels. 

CAROLINE MATHEW 

A PARTICIPATORY APPROACH TO SLUM REDEVELOPMENT IN MUMBAI: CAN SQUATTERS BE DEVELOPERS?  

GEOGRAPHY (URBAN, REGIONAL, AND INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT)      MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 

Slums are arguably the greatest urban challenge facing today’s rapidly developing cities. The growth of megacities at 

unprecedented rates creates two issues that simultaneously inhibit the development of cities - firstly, a scarcity of economic 

land for the development of the city, and secondly, desperate housing conditions for the urban poor. This poster aims to 

present how the tension between these issues may be addressed through participatory slum redevelopment. Initiated in 

partnership with the World Bank, the Mumbai Urban Transport Project (MUTP) aimed to aid the city’s development by 

improving the city’s traffic and transport system. In order to do so, around 60,000 slum-dwellers near the railway lines had 

to be cleared, housed and resettled in safe dwellings. This poster examines why the MUTP is widely lauded as a best practice 

model for successful participatory slum redevelopment, focussing specifically on partnerships with local NGOs and the roles 

of women. While, the redevelopment of Mumbai’s railway slums took place under very specific conditions, this poster 

maintains that it’s success hinged on the cooperation, and therefore direct participation of the World Bank, the local 

government, the Indian railway authority, NGOs, and most importantly, the informal railway settlers themselves. By 

examining the economic, institutional and social conditions under which the resettlement took place, this poster argues 

that a participatory approach to slum redevelopment has the potential to improve the living conditions of the urban poor, 

as well as provide developable land for rapidly growing cities across the developing world. 

ABHISHEK ANANTH 

QUANTIFYING THE EFFECTS OF THE DEAD-WEIGHT LOSS CAUSED BY THE LOANABLE FUNDS IN THE US SUGAR INDUSTRY 

ECONOMICS                        UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK 

The US “Farm Bill” enacted in 1990 privides sugarcane and beet sugar producers price support through preferential loan agreements. 

In recent times, this “subsidy” has come under growing criticism on the grounds that it artificially inflates the price of sugar 

by up to thirty per cent. My research aims to explore this further and quantify this dead-weight loss caused to the economy. 

This, in my opinion will lead to better policy making by better identifying the costs of policy. The first major issue is the need 

to identify the supply and demand curves for the industry since the data merely provides the equilibrium quantity produced 

and quantity purchased. Following this, my next step would entail determining equilibrium price and quantity without the 
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subsidy in place. I will then compare this with price and quantity when the subsidy is in effect to calculate the dead-weight 

loss to the economy. 
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SESSION 4C – MONASH UNIVERSITY 

#ICUR14  #S4C

KELSEY TUCKER  

IMPACTS OF FIRE INTENSITY ON ABOVE-GROUND AND BELOW-GROUND BIODIVERSITY 

SCIENCE (ECOLOGY AND CONSERVATION BIOLOGY)          MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 

Fire has been an important factor in shaping plant functional traits and vegetation community structure in the Australian 

landscape. A conflict can arise when managing forests as seeds of certain species require high intensity fire to break 

dormancy and/or germinate; however, high intensity fire also poses a threat to assets and people. Fire regimes have been 

altered as a result of applying low intensity fire to the understory to prevent the occurrence of high intensity fire, with 

further alteration predicted under a changing climate. A mosaic of fire intensities has been widely advocated as a means of 

maximising biodiversity. Areas affected by bushfires in 2009 provide an opportunity to study fire intensity heterogeneity. 

Fire intensities were determined by remote sensing and scorch height on trees. Soil stored seed was collected from 21 sites 

to determine the species composition belowground. Aboveground flora was also surveyed to enable examination of below- 

and above-ground vegetation dynamics. It is predicted that species composition similarity between above- and below-

ground will increase with fire intensity. Further, it is proposed that maximising biodiversity is best achieved by maintaining 

a mosaic of fire intensities in the landscape. 

JAMES RULE 

IDENTIFICATION OF A FOSSIL FRAGMENT FROM THE MIOCENE-PLIOCENE BOUNDARY IN SOUTHERN AUSTRALIA: WHAT ARE 

THE IMPLICATIONS FOR THE SUPERFAMILY TRIONYCHIA?  

GEOLOGY (ZOOLOGY)        MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 

This study sets out to identify a fragment of turtle fossil discovered in Beaumaris, a locality of Victoria. The fossil is dated 

from the Late Miocene to Early Pliocene (5-6.2 Ma.). The fossil is expected to be a fragment of the carapace or plastron 

(dorsal and ventral shell respectively). The shell fragment has already been identified to the superfamily Trionychia. By 

examining diagnostic features such as the texture of the external surface of bone and the internal microstructure of bone, 

the family of the specimen will be identified, and possibly the genus. Texture is examined by comparative study, while 

microstructure is examined by thin-section of the fossil. The superfamily Trionychia contains two families, Trionychidae and 

Carettochelyidae. Trionychidae (soft-shelled turtles) are a freshwater family with extant (living) species occurring globally. 

Identification of the fossil specimen as belonging to Trionychidae would confirm the presence of this family in the Beaumaris 

locality. In contrast, Carettochelyidae is only represented by one extant species worldwide, Carettochelys insculpta, living 

in Northern Australia. If the fragment is from a member of Carettochelyidae, this would extend its geographical range to 

southern Australia, as well as extend this family in the fossil record. If so, this would make it the most recent representative 

of this family known in the fossil record. 
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SESSION 4D – JOINT UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA/NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL 

UNIVERSITY 

#ICUR14  #S4D

THOMAS DRAKE-BROCKMAN  

MONITORING TEMPERATURE IN CHILDREN UNDERGOING ANAESTHESIA: A COMPARISON OF METHODS 

MEDICINE           UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

Bacground: The Classic LMA is the most commonly used airway device in paediatric anaesthesia. The i-gel supraglottic 

airway was introduced in 2009. A good seal around a supraglottic airway device allows more effective ventilation and results 

in reduced environmental pollution in theatre. LMA and i-gel have been demonstrated to be safe in paediatric populations, 

however, leakage volumes have not been directly compared so far. Objectives: To compare the devices in terms of ease of 

insertion, leakage, evidence of airway trauma and respiratory complications. Methods: Following institutional ethics 

approval, 200 children undergoing elective surgery were recruited. Informed parental and (where appropriate) patient 

consent was obtained. Subjects were randomised to receive either Classic LMA (Teleflex Incorporated) or i-gel (Intersurgical 

Ltd). Five corresponding inspiratory and expiratory tidal volumes were recorded and the difference between these was 

calculated as the ‘leak volume’. The incidence of perioperative respiratory adverse events and postoperative sore throat 

was also collected. Results: Leakage was significantly larger with the i-gel compared with an LMA for sizes 1.5, 2.5 and 3, 

but not significantly different for size 2 (p = 0.375). In 16 cases iGel devices had to be changed due to device-related reasons. 

No such changes occurred with LMAs. Frequency of successful first-attempt insertion was greater with LMA (93% vs. 80%). 

The rate of respiratory complications was similar between the groups. Conclusions: The classic LMA performed significantly 

better with regard to leakage, first attempt success and number of devices that needed to be exchanged compared with 

the i-gel. 

OLIVIA RUHEN 

BREAST-CANCER SPECIFIC EXOSOMES AND THEIR POTENTIAL FOR DISEASE MONITORING  

PATHOLOGY       UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

Breast cancer is the most common malignancy in Australian women. Current methods for post-treatment monitoring are 

non-specific and do not enable timely detection of disease relapse. As such there is a need for new biomarkers to be 

identified. One potential biomarker host is breast cancer-specific exosomes, which we hypothesised contain DNA mutations 

comparable to those of their tumour of origin. The aim of this pilot study was to optimise the method of breast cancer-

specific exosome isolation from blood to enable the study of exosomal DNA and confirm whether they are viable biomarkers 

for disease monitoring in breast cancer patients. Optimisation of exosome isolation from healthy blood was performed by 

comparing the yield of exosomes generated using the ExoQuick™ Exosome Precipitation Solution (System Biosciences), the 

Total Exosome Isolation Kit (Life Technologies) and ultracentrifugation with the Optima™ MAX-TL Ultracentrifuge (Beckman 

Coulter). Crude exosomes were then enriched for breast cancer-specific exosomes based on their expression of the 

oestrogen receptor (ER). It was determined that the commercially-available ExoQuick Exosome Precipitation Solution Kit 

gave the greatest yield of crude exosomes, and that 50 ug of protein was optimal for the enrichment of ER-positive 

exosomes. The protocol generated in this study will enable the isolation of breast cancer-specific exosomes from breast 

cancer patients. We are currently performing next generation sequencing on breast cancer-specific exosomes and patient-

matched tumour tissue to confirm that exosomes harbor patient-specific DNA mutations. Future studies will be performed 

to determine whether exosomes are a viable biomarker for disease monitoring in breast cancer patients.  

YE KANGTING 

DEVELOPMENT OF VENTURE CAPITAL IN CHINA 

MATH AND ECONOMICS                      NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 

This paper reviewed the historical development and evaluated current status for venture capital (VC) in China. Relevant 

data are adopted and analyses are performed to present the overall situation of the industry. For VC in China, the 

government exerts significant influences all along, especially in the early years, in which the government exercised 

leadership. In later years of development, the industry has opened up to more domestic and foreign investors. It expanded 

fast and steadily despite of some fluctuations. Clustering phenomena also happened for VC industry in China. The expansion 
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of VC industry was supported by progression of technology, better functioning of the financial market, more comprehensive 

legal system, etc. Furthermore, the paper appraised the effects of VC industry in China.  
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SESSION 4E – JOINT UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON/SMU 

#ICUR14  #S4E

SEAH YUJIA  

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE NATURE OF CHINA'S NATIONAL REFERRAL MECHANISM TO COMBAT TRAFFICKING IN 

PERSONS 

ECONOMICS         SINGAPORE MANAGEMENT UNIVERSITY 

Given the sheer volume of migration across its borders, human trafficking within and across China’s borders has become a 

cause for concern in the international community. In response to the trafficking situation in China, the Chinese government 

has developed several legal frameworks criminalizing trafficking-related activities and national plans of action to combat 

trafficking in persons. These measures, including its most recent plan of action, which set forth more in-depth provisions 

on the identification and protection of trafficking victims, have been perceived to be non-compliant. In 2013 US Trafficking 

In Persons Report which ranks countries across the world on their efforts to combat trafficking, China was was demoted to 

the lowest rank. Despite being a signatory to leading regional and international agreements to combat trafficking, there is 

a significant level of inconsistency between its national referral mechanism and its apparent commitment to these regional 

and international initiatives. This paper seeks to identify the key factors which contribute to the non-compliant nature of 

China’s national referral mechanism by examining the push and pull factors which account for the rise in domestic, more 

specifically interprovincial trafficking, as well as international trafficking. By examining the effects of its one-child policy, 

the unbalanced economic development of its coastal region and its role in the global economy, this paper argues that 

China’s non-compliant NRM took a backseat to both domestic and international economic considerations, and now lacks 

the capacity required by international conventions to combat the proliferation of trafficking activities resulting from these 

economic reforms. 

SARRA TEKOLA 

COMMUNICATING CLIMATE CHANGE IN CONSERVATIVE COMMUNITIES  

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE &  RESOURCE MANAGEMENT       UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 

Despite the volume of research of supporting evidence on climate change, one in four Americans is still skeptical about it. 

One of the best indicators of whether or not one believes in climate change is political ideology: Democrats are nearly 3 

times more likely than Republicans to believe in human-induced climate change. However, there has been little research 

analyzing different strategies for communicating with these disparate groups. This project explores the effect of 

communicating climate change using messaging that speaks to conservative values. It is hypothesized that conservatives 

will be more receptive to messages that focus on local, religious, economic, and family values than messages that focus on 

environmental values. In-person surveys were conducted in Indiana to determine the efficacy of different messaging 

strategies on different groups. The results show how perceptions differed between liberals and conservatives, and how age, 

education, religion and parenthood influenced environmental attitudes. This research will inform future climate change 

outreach by showing how different messaging strategies are effective for different groups of people. 

MEGAN RUE 

HUMAN ENERGETIC EXPENDITURE: THE EFFECTS OF GRADIENT & BURDEN ON WALKING IN REAL WORLD ENVIRONMENTS 

ANTHROPOLIGY, BIOLOGY      UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 

Oxygen consumption (VO2) increases rapidly with increasing velocity, burden, and incline but the relationship of VO2 with 
decline is more complex. For unburdened conditions and while walking at normal velocities, VO2 is lower on a shallow 
decline than it is on a flat surface, but at approximately -10% VO2 is believed to reach a minimum. Beyond -10%, steeper 
declines induce higher VO2. Whether or not this relationship is similar for burdened conditions remains unknown. In order 
to understand at which gradient the minimal energy expenditure of walking occurs in burdened and unburdened conditions, 
we assessed the VO2 of ten females (ages: 22-40) with a portable Cosmed K4b2 device.  Participants walked at three self-
selected velocities (slow, normal, and fast) on five gradients in an urban community setting (0%, +/-7.5%, +/- 12.4%) 
burdened (10 kg) and unburdened. All trials were randomized. We performed a linear regression controlling for repeated 
measures to determine the best predictive equation for VO2. The first derivative of our equation was used to find the 
minimal VO2. With the covariates velocity, burden, gradient, and gradient squared included (all p< 0.001), our equation 
explains 77% of the variation in VO2 (r2=0.77).  Our minimal VO2 occurs at approximately -14%, a steeper slope than 
previous work found. This suggests that walking outside on naturally occurring hills may be different than walking on a 
treadmill in a laboratory. In order to explore this further, more research on walking outside the laboratory should occur. 
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WILLIAM FARRER  

HAPTIC FEEDBACK FOR ROBOTIC LAPAROSCOPIC SURGERY  

ENGINEERING (MECHATRONICS)         MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 
This project aims at establishing haptic (force) feedback to a surgeon controlling the motion of a 4 degree of freedom robot in 

teleoperated minimally-invasive surgery. Haptic feedback is a major step in enhancing a surgeon's performance in such surgery and 

therefore reducing unnecessary scarring, recovery time and pain, yet is totally absent from the medical industry[1]. Consequently it is an 

area of much research[2]. A force/torque sensor is equipped to the end effector of the robot to not just provide the user with realistic 

surgery "feel", but also to include force as feedback in the robot control loop and thus inhibit potential damage to the patient's organs 

by employing force constraints. Presently the control architecture requirements are being evaluated, based on the strict regulations for 

surgical applications. It is intended that an adaptive, robust architecture will be employed, which can be improved and refined concurrent 

to development of haptic feedback. However there are many nonlinearities and noise assocaited with surgical robotics[3]. Literature is 

being reviewed to identify how different control constraints such as the the present voltage control of the system[4], specific surgical 

transient and steady-state response requirements, and real-feeling robot-user interface will contribute to the overall development of 

the control architecture. Force feedback is being employed by integration of a high resolution 6-axis force/torque sensor and Geomagic 

Touch haptics device into the robotic system. The control architecture will then be employed and verified experimentally with laser 

interferometry based measurement. 

MAZIYAR MAKAREMIESFARJANI 

ELECTROSPINNING OF FUNCTIONALIZED CHITOSAN/POLYETHYLENE OXIDE/HALLOYSITE MEMBRANES ON NON-WOVEN 

POLYPROPYLENE MATRIXES  

ENGINEERING (MECHANICAL)       MONASH UNIVERSITY MALAYSIA 
Nanoscale fibers are widely used in textile, energy, environmental, filtration and bioengineering applications. The reason behind their 

numerous applications is their extraordinary optical, electrical, mechanical and biological properties that they exhibit compare to their 

bulk counterparts. Electrospinning method was used to fabricate chitosan, polyethylene oxide (PEO) and halloysite nanotubes (HNTs) 

nanofiberous membranes on non-woven polypropylene (PP) matrixes. Electrospinning is a fiber spinning technology wherein fibers with 

diameters from 2 nm to 10s of μm are spun under the influence of an electric field. It is one of the most widely used processes in 

production of nanofibers. This process is popular due to its unique combination of versatility, scalability and capability of control over 

fiber morphology, porosity and composition using simple equipment. Functionalized membranes fabricated in this research can be used 

in applications such as filtration, textile manufacturing, tissue engineering, biosensors, nanofiber reinforced composites and protective 

coating materials. The structure and morphology of electrospun chitosan/PEO/HNT membranes were investigated by field emission-

scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM), fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), x-ray diffraction (XRD) technique and thermal 

gravimetric analysis (TGA) and the results showed promising physical and chemical properties for the possible expected applications. 

AARON LEE 

PATTERNING OF CONDUCTING POLYMER FOR CELLULAR INTERFACING  

MEDICAL, NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES (BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING)      MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 
One of the key challenges facing existing bionic and excitable tissue engineering technology is the lack of low modulus electrodes. Current 

standards utilise platinum-iridium alloys for their prolonged inertness within the aqueous environment of the body. However, these 

electrodes are much stiffer than the surrounding tissue leading to poor mechanical compatibility, and also only offer electronic 

conductivity whereas the charge transfer in living tissue is dominated by ionic conduction. Conducting polymer systems offer a unique 

solution in that the stiffness of these materials is much lower and they are capable of both electronic and ionic charge transfer, with the 

added functionality of being chemically adaptable through the addition of biocompatible materials and growth factors. One such 

conducting polymer system is poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) which has demonstrated the ability to promote bovine brain 

endothelial cell growth when blended with gelatin. The current study examines the use of a PEDOT:gelatin composite film as a conducting 

polymer electrode which is patterned through selective laser ablation. Electrode efficacy was examined by culturing hippocampal 

neurons on the patterned PEDOT:gelatin substrate and recording between electrodes. A stimulation protocol was applied to determine 

if the electrodes can be used to optimise cell survivability on the substrate. 
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MATTHEW METCALF  

THE ROLE OF CATHEPSIN K CLEAVAGE OF PAR2 IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS 

SCIENCE (MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY)      MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 

Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) is a common autoimmune disease that causes debilitating joint inflammation. While the cause 

of RA has not been determined, inflammatory mediators including proteases have been implicated in pathogenesis of the 

disease. Activation of Protease Activated Receptor 2 (PAR2) has been implicated in RA and could be a novel target for new 

therapies. However, the endogenous activator of PAR2 is yet to be identified. One candidate is the protease cathepsin K 

(CatK) that is secreted by connective cells called fibroblasts in joints of RA patients. If shown to be involved in RA 

pathogenesis, CatK may be a novel therapeutic intervention for RA through the activation of PAR2. Here I examined the 

ability of CatK to activate the PAR2 receptor. We have discovered that CatK cleaves PAR2 and desensitizes it to further 

signaling by other proteases. My research has identified the cleavage site within the N terminus of PAR2, which is a critical 

first step for development of selective protease inhibitors. My current research suggests that CatK activates ERK 

phosphorylation, a known mechanism of fibroblast proliferation, which contributes to RA progression. This is the first study 

to link the activation of PAR2 with CatK. To confirm these findings I will investigate the effect of CatK inhibitors on 

proliferation of primary fibroblasts from RA patients. These results suggest that CatK is an endogenous activator of PAR2 

that plays a critical role in the pathogenicity of RA. These data will lead to the development of novel therapeutics for treating 

RA. 

NGO WEI TING 

RELIGIOUS SHIFT AND THE “NEW SPIRIT” OF CAPITALISM IN SINGAPORE  

HISTORY      NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 

This paper examines the rising phenomenon of Protestantism in Singapore from 1980 to 2010. The aim is to find out the 

reasons behind the growth of adherents in this religion and how does these reasons contribute to a new perspective of 

scholarship of cultural history in Singapore. Researches were done to collect online information on 19 mega-churches in 

Singapore through World Wide Web as well as academic journals and publications regarding Protestantism in Singapore. 

The results of the researches relate to us the emergence of a “new spirit” of Capitalism among the ethnic Chinese in 

Singapore through the embracement of new spiritual practices and doctrines. This new spirit of Capitalism draws a sharp 

divergence from Max Weber’s notion of capitalism in his classical “protestant ethics and the spirit of Capitalism”. The Spirit 

of Capitalism, as argued by Weber, draws not from human nature, but rather from Calvinist doctrines that the westerners 

generally subscribe to. The “new spirit” draws from weber’s arguments but from different religious doctrines. Though not 

as significant as compared to the embracement of the new capitalist spirit by majority of Chinese Singaporeans in Singapore, 

the growth of mega-churches in years to come would cause this “new spirit” of Capitalism to become more prominent and 

this will affect the nation’s economic supra-structure, economic activities and operations. New paradigms were opened up 

in defining Capitalism, Materialism, individualism, secularism and modernity in the historiography of Singapore’s mega-

churches (1980 to 2010). 

XINTIAN CHIA 

STABILITY CHARACTERIZATION OF THE PEPTIDIC BRADYKININ B1 RECEPTOR ANTAGONISTS ENGINEERED FROM SUNFLOWER 

TRYPSIN INHIBITOR-1 (SFTI-1)  

SCIENCE (BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE)      NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 

Novel research in drug design has identified Bradykinin B1 Receptor (BK1) antagonists as a suitable alternative to overcome 

the adverse side effects reported in the prevailing pain therapeutics. However, the inherent instability of proteins in the 

body environment impedes the pharmaceutical development of BK1 antagonists. To overcome the instability of BK1 

antagonists in the body environment, BK1 antagonists are chemically grafted on a molecular scaffold, Sunflower Trypsin 

Inhibitor-1 (SFTI-1) which is an orally stable cyclic peptide trypsin inhibitor to confer stability for oral bioavailability. In this 

study, the oral bioavailability of engineered BK1 antagonists was studied using various in vitro assays mimicking the 

gastrointestinal tract and the human blood serum environment. It was found that one of the engineered BK1 antagonists, 

SFBK, appeared be dual functioning by retaining the trypsin inhibition activity and possessing orally bioavailable analgesic 
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properties. With resistance to thermal, chemical, and enzymatic degradations, this cyclic grafted peptide shows much 

potential for further development as an orally bioavailable analgesic.  
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SESSION 5C – MONASH UNIVERSITY 
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IRINA AGARONYAN  

THE BLAKE PRIZE: RELIGIOUS-ART AND OTHERWORLDLY CURIOSITIES IN AN AGE OF SECULAR GROWTH 

ART, DESIGN, AND ARCHITECTURE (ART THEORY)          MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 
Art, according to some, is the answer to the question “what becomes of religion in a secular world?” Today, in our post secular society, 

religion and art have an incredibly difficult and complex relationship and certain art institutions have sought to act as a replacement to 

religion. At a time when a fissure between the religious world and the secular world was opening up, the Blake prize – an Australian 

contemporary art and poetry prize, exploring the themes of spirituality, religion and human justice, was seen as a vehicle for drawing 

them together. Today, the Blake Prize is going through a post-secular transformation, adjusting itself to the continued existence of 

religious communities in an increasingly secularised environment in Australia. There has been a shift in the work both submitted and 

displayed, from obvious religious imagery to abstract and elusive, from painting to video art. My research involves utilising recent winners 

of the Blake Prize and dissecting their work, which challenges traditional, religious-art. This approach has realised questions pertaining 

to the difficulties and complexities of discussing the religious and spiritual in relation to the contemporary, as well as identified a generous 

shift in the religious institution. My argument lies with the ongoing analysis of the necessity and life of the religious-art object in a 

contemporary setting. I re-consider the philosophies related to religious conversation by looking at religious-art not as a shrinking or 

collapsing department, but rather from a multifarious focal point that draws upon its current position as a deregulated and post-

institutional, cultural establishment. 

LIBERTY SCOTT 

PERFORMATIVE BRANDING: THE ARTIST AND REALITY TELEVISION  

ART, DESIGN, AND ARCHITECTURE (ART THEORY)         MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 
This study examines the notion of the postmodern artist as a performative identity further developing concepts of art as a marketing tool 

that directly extends from the supposition that even art itself cannot elude the bourgeois magnetism, and work is essentially determined 

by market values. It is inevitable that the artist will be seen to reflect their own location inside that commercial and financial arena, but 

it is from here that surfaces a critical inquiry; is it a necessity for an artist to personally brand their work, or even their public persona to 

persevere and sustain an identity in a society of overt capitalism? The art community has an apparent conflicted relation to any channel 

that is remotely populist as it belligerently opposes entertainment and visibility, yet conversely embraces the spectacle. As consumer 

commodities develop into becoming more cultural, art itself has transitioned into becoming commodified as markets diversify and 

enlarge seemingly becoming more consolidated into the status quo of capitalist pursuit. This research seeks to map reality television’s 

materialisation within the locality of the global art world to examine how the series revives academic discourse as it looks at how the 

worth of art is determined and how it is resolved, further discussing whether interconnectivity and networking contributed to the rise of 

the everyday critic. Extending this concept into a virtual platform, as to investigate performative identities are a symptom, conscious or 

not, of an ever more intrusive gaze mediated through technologies of mass consumption? 

MATTHEW ROCHE 

TEMPORALITY AND TIMELESSNESS: MUSICAL SPACE IN ALBAN BERG’S LULU  

MUSIC      MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 
An attempt to define the musical element has seen much ink been spilt throughout the years. The elusiveness of defining melody then 

is a time immemorial artifice, a reality that flows through our entire being, yet far from being something you can grasp in your bare hands 

– it doesn’t exist. Ergo this paper is study of Alban Berg’s opera Lulu (1934) as a means of expressing temporality and timelessness. This 

project demonstrates how Berg’s use of musical shapes like palindromic structure and retrograde patterns help achieve an anti-

temporality, a frozen moment in time where a segment of musical space has been carved out for the purpose of a musical statement. 

Research in music performance traditionally has a strong spiritual ethos embedded within it, perhaps linked to the afro-logical practice 

of improvisation where the improviser alances between a Bazacian head within the heart and the awareness of the present moment. Yet 

despite this there is often an ineffability when attempting to capture music, thus the spatial model of temporality is useful as it views 

musical relationships as a totality; an aggregate quality of an order in which they occur. The findings from this thesis align with Rink’s 

(2002) postulate that music is an empirical reality that undergoes temporal becoming, therefore it is from this timeless realm that we 

become aware of music as not just being a phenomena in itself but rather a projection of our own consciousness into this moment in 

time that has been filtered through previous experience; a suchness of feeling. 
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VERITY MOYNIHAN  

EVALUATING THE IMPACT AND COORDINATION OF THE LIONS OUTBACK VISION DIABETIC RETINAL SCREENING PROGRAM 

OPTHALMOLOGY          UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

Estimates of the prevalence of diabetic retinopathy, a potentially blinding complication of diabetes, are as high as 9% for 

Indigenous Australians. Screening programs, such as the Lions Outback Vision diabetic retinal screening program, which 

utilise fundus cameras for detection of diabetic retinopathy are increasingly used for remote populations due to their 

convenience and ease of access. A Kimberley Eye Health Coordinator (KEHC) was engaged in 2011 to coordinate the delivery 

of the program in the Kimberley region of Western Australia. Design: (1) A retrospective audit of referrals to the Lions 

Outback Vision diabetic retinal screening program from 2009-2014. (2) A series of questionnaires administered to patients 

utilising the screening program and staff who deliver it. Samples: Referrals for Indigenous Australians with diabetes sent 

from the Kimberley region are eligible for inclusion in the audit. Patients who have undergone screening and staff engaged 

with the program will be invited to participate in the questionnaire component of the study. Methods: Data will be collected 

in the audit regarding basic demographic information, pathology and the quality of referrals. Uptake across the Kimberley 

region over the time period will be determined. Qualitative data gathered from questionnaires will be analysed to 

determine common themes. Outcome Measures: The uptake of screening, as indicated by comparison of numbers of 

referrals to the prevalence of Indigenous peoples with diabetes living in the Kimberley region. Findings regarding the impact 

of the engagement of the KEHC and the quality of the program will be discussed and recommendations made.  

KYLIE NG YIN PENG 

FIGHTING FAT: THE IMPORTANCE OF ENGAGING KEY STAKEHOLDERS IN CULTURALLY RELEVANT PUBLIC HEALTH SCHEMES 

TO COMBAT OBESITY IN MAJOR THAI CITIES  

SOCIAL SCIENCES         SINGAPORE MANAGEMENT UNIVERSITY 

In the face of growing obesity, or “globesity”, big is no longer beautiful. Through an evaluation of current public health 

schemes in major Thai cities, this paper argues that culturally relevant and engaging public programmes are crucial in 

mounting an effective offence against obesity in these urban areas. Like many Asian cities, Thai cities have seen a rise in 

fast food options, the decline of the home-cooked, communal meal and increasing urban affluence. Yet, why is obesity so 

especially severe in the Thai context? Specifically, the particularities of Thai society - among others, obesity as a symbol of 

prestige - and rural-urban transitions require culturally unique solutions that propose realistic and sustainable alternatives. 

The paper concludes with plausible recommendations, such as educating and training parents, involving community health 

practitioners and pioneering community pledges, to effectively combat obesity in these Thai metropolises.  

DAMINI ROY 

A GAME THEORY NARRATIVE: EXAMINING BUREAUCRATIC COOPERATION IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY CONTEXT  

POLITICAL ECONOMY      SINGAPORE MANAGEMENT UNIVERSITY 

The nature of problems faced by developing countries has been a matter of much scholarly debate (Rostow,1960 v.s Chang, 

2003 & Kregel, 2004). This issue is at the heart of political economy discussions and sociological research. Using a simple 

narrative based on complexity logic, I show that the typical problems of development faced by countries on their trajectory 

of growth can be classified as ‘more complex’ than known previously (Snowden, 2002). This means that problems now 

require the coordinated response of two or more bureaucratic actors. Furthermore, I make the case for why the types of 

bureaucratic structures that exist in less developed countries (LDC) countries are different from the ‘Weberian ideal’. I talk 

of how bureaucratic structures in LDCs are best understood to follow a ‘clientelistic’ pattern – meaning that members of the 

public serve as clients to the bearers of public office (patrons), who facilitate action in favor of the clients’ needs (Huntington, 

1968). In such a setup, interpersonal relationships are used as leverage in getting things done through public service officers 

or bureaucrats. Therefore, the governance structure relies of an informal institutional setup. Set in this context, my paper 

presents a game-theoretic approach in analyzing the coordination dilemma faced by bureaucratic actors (Skyrms, 2008) in 

a developing country context. The first part of the paper discusses coordination dilemmas in a developing country context, 

and then moves on to discuss the broad theme of social dilemmas and how they are captured using game theory tools. The 
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following section then describes a game theoretic model by employing the mechanics of an Assurance Game. The 

subsequent section deals with repeated game interactions, improvements in the initial predictions of the game and 

contextualizes the findings of the model to the main theme. The last section of the paper then explores the implications of 

such a characterization of human nature with reference to the issue of coordination dilemmas in developing countries. 
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ANDREW POWIS  

VORTEX GYROSCOPE IMAGING OF PLANAR SUPERFLUID 

SCIENCE (PHYSICS)          MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 

Turbulence is a regime of flow characterised by chaotic behaviour with a rapid variation of local properties in space and 

time. Turbulennce is dominant in high Reynolds number flows, relevant to combustion, convective heat transfer and many 

other physical processes. Currently turbulence is modelled by empirical relationships inferred from experimental data, 

accurate within only a small regime of flow properties. An analytic understanding of turbulence would vastly improve our 

understanding of these phenomena and allow cheap and accurate computational modelling to replace experimental 

testing. The behaviour of turbulence is greatly simplified in quantum mechanical systems. In a quasi-2D Bose-Einstein 

condensate (BEC), turbulence is manifested via the dynamics of parallel vortex cores. The complete state of the system can 

be found if the position and sign of each vortex is known. With modern experimental techniques, vortex locations are 

routinely measured by optical means, however a general procedure for determining each vortex sign has remained elusive. 

We numerically simulate a robust experimental method, with the possibility to distinguish vortices from antivortices 

antivortices in BEC’s. Tilting the planar condensate prior to standard absorption imaging excites the gyroscopic Kelvin-

Tkachenko collective mode of the condensate revealing both the sign and location of each vortex. If successful in the 

laboratory, this method will give us direct insight into the behaviour of quantum turbulence in superfluids and advance 

progress towards obtaining an analytical understanding of turbulence. 

LILY TOMKINS 

SUSTAINABLE LAW FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: FINDING EQUILIBRIUM IN THE LAW ON MARINE OIL SPILLS 

LAW (SOCIAL SCIENCES)        UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK 

When evaluating the law we must consider its context. Whilst the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution 

Damage, (‘the CLC’) may have been revolutionary at its inception, it must be questioned whether it still now serves its 

purpose. The remit of this paper concerns two distinct yet converging areas: the environment and the economy. This paper 

examines the claim that the CLC fails to protect ecosystems and the legitimate expectations of those exposed to the risk of 

oil spills. These groups are coastal states, registered ship owners, and insurance protection and indemnity clubs. This paper 

contends that the CLC has many merits but it is also flawed in many respects, most notably in its failure to compensate for 

natural resource damage. It is counterintuitive that the CLC compensates for pure economic loss and yet will not aid the 

reinstatement and restoration of the environment; oil pollution harms the environment first and the economy second. 

Most of the economic claims that arise come back to the disturbance of equilibrium of the environment as the source of 

the injury. This paper will discuss areas of reform needed for the maritime oil spill compensation system, including the 

removal of liability compensation caps and remuneration for environmental damage. It will further consider the 

development of environmental crime as a deterrent effect. This paper concludes that policy makers must find their own 

equilibrium between the finely balanced interests of both the environment and the maritime industry. 

TOMAS ENGELTHALER 

DREAMS AND RELIGION – HAVE WE MISTAKEN MISREMEMBERING FOR DREAM RECALL?  

PSYCHOLOGY      UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK 

The concept of religiousness has been linked to dream recall in several recent studies, however not many explanatory 

correlates are established to this date. This is possibly due to the fact that both religiousness and dream recall are not 

simple concepts, even though they have been treated as such in the field. Our study offers a comprehensive look into dream 

recall, dream content and their connection to religious affiliation. A sample of 74 participants, consisting of Atheists, 

Christians and Buddhists are described using the Spirituality Scale, serving as a robust independent variable. Subsequently, 

all three groups are analysed quantitatively - using the Attitude Towards Dream scale and dream recall as dependant 

measures. The argument is supported by a qualitative analysis of 33 dream diaries kept over a week-long period. 

Retrospective self-reported dream recall measures negatively correlate with participation in religious gathering and 

religious preference (in support of past research). However, no such finding is observed when the dream recall measure is 

not retrospective. The qualitative analysis of dream content, along with a series of quantitative analyses suggest that 
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research over the past decade may have mistaken susceptibility to misremembering for self-reported dream recall. While 

Atheists claim to remember more dreams, this effect is not observed when the number of dreams is measured directly. The 

qualitative analysis shows that Atheists have significantly more negative dreams, which may lead to the retrospective 

overestimation of their number. Present study limitations are considered, along with potential for further research. 
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SESSION 6B – MONASH UNIVERSITY 
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KARA BRUSSEN  

HOW CAN MONASH UNIVERSITY TRANSITION TO 100% RENEWABLES? 

ENGINEERING (ENVIRONMENTAL)         MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 

Monash University consumed 170 GWh of energy in 2013, the vast majority sourced from fossil fuels with detrimental 

environmental and social impacts. This research aimed to develop a strategy for Monash University to transition to 100% 

renewable energy by 2030 in order to mitigate these impacts as well as improve resilience to increasing energy prices. 

Based on energy audits of the Clayton campus, and case studies of upgrades undertaken at Monash, the achievable 

improvements in energy efficiency and potential onsite renewable energy generation were determined. Monash has the 

potential to reduce energy consumption by 58% through the implementation of upgrades to appliances, lighting, HVAC 

equipment and building materials. Replacing gas-fired boilers with heat pump technology not only vastly improves the 

efficiency, but also eliminates the requirement for natural gas. The installation of solar photovoltaic panels can provide 27% 

of the residual energy requirements, with direct solar thermal collection contributing to heating requirements. The 

remaining electricity demand can be met with a Power Purchase Agreement with a wind farm. Economic analysis 

undertaken for four scenarios reflecting possible price and policy situations indicated that the deployment of this strategy 

will save the university between $11 million and $43 million over the 15 year period. The implementation of this plan 

delivers these financial savings while becoming the first Australian university powered by 100% renewable energy. 

JOSHUA MARLOW 

ALTERATION OF P-TYPE DYE SENSITISED SOLAR CELLS TO MAXIMISE EFFICIENCY 

SCIENCE (CHEMISTRY)        MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 

Dye sensitised solar cells (DSSCs) are a relatively new technology that use coloured dyes to convert solar energy into 

electrical energy in a way akin to plants using green chlorophyll to photosynthesise. They have garnered interest in recent 

years as a new way to combat rising CO2 levels. This study investigates the effect of varying certain components of ‘p-type 

’ DSSCs, which take the energy from light to move positive quasiparticles called “holes”, on the efficiency and stability of 

the cells. The addition of a borate buffer to maintain a consistent level of acidity appeared to have no effect on the efficiency 

of cells (how well the cells converted solar energy into electrical energy). It appeared, however, that adding the buffer 

stabilised reactions inside the cell over the long term; a cell produced with the buffer only reduced to 76% of its original 

efficiency after 40 days, as opposed to a cell with no added buffer which reduced to a mere 29% of its peak efficiency after 

33 days. Varying the material used to construct the catalytic layer, a part of the cell which speeds up the reactions taking 

place, from platinum to polyethylenedithiophene (PEDOT) or indium tin oxide (ITO) appeared to yield no apparent change 

to the efficiencies of cells, though there was a cursory indication that the ITO film may potentially lower efficiency. 

Additionally, varying the concentration of ethylenediamine (en) in the buffer above what is required appeared to yield no 

change in efficiency, as was expected. 

JESSIE HAMILTON 

CONDUCTING POLYMER ELECTRODES FOR PH SENSING IN NON-AQUEOUS ENVIRONMENTS 

ENGINEERING/SCIENCE        MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 

There are a wide range of applications in research and industry that need to measure proton activity and effective pH, often 

in non-aqueous solutions. This includes effective pH measurement in ionic liquids, which are becoming more significant in 

areas such as biotechnology and catalysis. However, there is currently a lack of reliable measurement techniques. Therefore 

there is a need for a simple solid state sensor that doesn't require water to detect proton activity. This project involved the 

use of a conductive poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) composite film that can detect effective pH in non-aqueous 

environment. The films contain riboflavin as the pH variable redox couple. Riboflavin is used because its redox potential 

shifts with pH and yet doesn't require water. This is very unusual, and makes it ideal for the solid sensor. Three different 

internal reference couples were trialled and the films characterized. It was shown that riboflavin could be incorporated into 

PEDOT, and that direct electron transfer could be achieved. Poly(2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidinyloy-4-yl acrylamide) (PTAm) 

is a radical polymer that was found to be a reliable reference. Films containing riboflavin and PTAm were calibrated in 

aqueous electrolytes spanning pH3-pH9 before being tested in non-aqueous environments. The calibration in aqueous 
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solution allowed the calculation of proton activity in the non-aqueous tests. A solid state film electrode that responds to 

proton activity and contains an internal reference was demonstrated in this project. Eventually the film would be optimised 

and miniaturized, and be a cheap and simple way to measure effective pH in non-aqueous environments.   
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SESSION 6C – MONASH UNIVERSITY 

#ICUR14  #S6C

EMILY COHEN  

“IT COULD HAVE BEEN ME”: THE REPRESENTATIONS AND NARRATIVES SURROUNDING THE JILL MEAGHER CASE IN 

VICTORIAN NEWSPAPER MEDIA 

ARTS (CRIMINOLOGY)          MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 

In the early hours of the 22nd of September 2012, 29-year-old Irishwoman Gillian “Jill” Meagher disappeared after a night 

out with ABC radio colleagues in inner city Melbourne, Australia. What followed was a heavily publicised search that ended 

in the discovery of her body five days afterwards and the subsequent arrest of Adrian Ernest Bayley, later revealed to be a 

convicted serial rapist on parole. The aftermath of Meagher’s disappearance saw the proliferation of print media 

representations of mass grief, fear and anger among members of the public. Meagher was an attractive, young married 

woman who was portrayed positively in print media through anecdotes by family, friends and colleagues. However, her 

overall representation was not entirely positive with the portrayal of Jill Meagher undergoing a metamorphosis from the 

initial victim blaming narrative to that of the more appealing ‘ideal victim’. Within the overarching print media narrative 

there was initially the strong use of a ‘cautionary tale’ warning of the dangers of women walking the streets alone at night. 

This narrative eventually shifted to a moral panic involving a fallible criminal justice system and parole board, prompting 

calls at community and political levels for punitive parole laws and more effective street safety programs. This study 

analyses coverage in Victorian newspapers The Age and Herald Sun between September 24 and December 31 2012 and 

during June 2013. Using narrative and content analyses, the research seeks to highlight the representations of both victim 

and offender and also gauge community and institutional responses. 

AMANDA HINES 

POLLS AND POLICY: MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE OR OPENING A DEEPER CONVERSATION? 

ARTS (JOURNALISM)        MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 

“Major federal political polls come out at least once a fortnight in this country and they are given a gravity they simply do  

not deserve.” (Brent, 2007, p.131) Since the 1980s, there has been significant academic interest in horserace journalism, 

the style of political coverage that focuses on how the campaign is won, rather than policies of candidates. While the initial 

research showed this focus on poll reporting and campaign position disadvantages audiences through shallow coverage, 

more recent research internationally shows that opinion polls are a useful and positive tool for journalists and can help to 

create more in-depth political coverage. This conference presentation discusses how opinion polling is used in Australian 

political journalism and investigates if polls bring more prominence to important policy matters. Political news stories from 

the 2013 federal election containing poll figures were analysed as a total percentage of political coverage in a constructed 

week. The framing of these stories was also examined, to discover how they fit into narratives of policy, character and 

political strategy. Results show that while opinion poll reporting internationally may provide an avenue to discuss political 

policy in greater detail, Australian political journalism is still primarily focused on politics as a race to be won. Analysis of 

language and prominence of polling stories finds that the focus on the competition of the campaign and not the policies of 

the competing parties. 
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SESSION 6D – JOINT UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA/NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL 

UNIVERSITY 

#ICUR14  #S6D

UMA JHA 

ACADEMIC, FINANCIAL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND SERVICE QUALITY EXPECTATIONS AND SATISFACTION LEVELS OF 

INTERNATIONAL UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY AND HUMAN BIOLOGY          UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

Hosting international students provides many sociocultural and economic benefits to tertiary institutions (Mavondo, 

Tsarenko & Gabbott, 2004). Attracting international students is therefore important. A significant factor in international 

students’ choice of institution is alumni recommendations. It is thus important to determine whether current international 

students are satisfied with their university experience, so that they will recommend the institution to others. The 

expectations and satisfaction levels of international students at the University of Western Australia were investigated 

through an online questionnaire and semi-structured, individual interviews. Academic, financial, environmental and service 

quality factors examined in this study were those identified in the literature as influencing student satisfaction (e.g. 

Arambewela and Hall, 2006; Elliott and Shin, 2010). Questionnaire responses suggest that international students are 

generally satisfied with their experiences at this university; notable exceptions to this were dissatisfaction with the cost of 

tuition and living. Ratings of satisfaction were lower than expectation ratings, suggesting that expectations are not being 

met. A comprehensive analysis of the results, as well as potential repercussions regarding recommendations of the 

university will be discussed. Addressing the reasons underlying the gap between international students’ expectations and 

satisfaction would be pertinent to tertiary institutions, to ensure continuing recruitment of international students. 

DANICA LAMB 

AN ANALYSIS OF PERCEPTIONS OF INDIGENOUS MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA EDUCATIONAL 

COMMUNITY ON THE INTERNATIONALISATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

BUSINESS SCHOOL (ECONOMICS)        UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

‘Kaartdijin’ translates to ‘knowledge’ in traditional Noongar language. While our ‘kaartdijin’ of indigenous participation in 

tertiary education and the Internationalisation of higher education continues to grow, little is known about how, or if, these 

trends interact. Currently, there is an unexplored relationship between indigenous participation and internationalisation at 

an institutional level. Using semi-structured interviews with leaders of Indigenous Education and coordinators of 

International Services at an Australian university, participants were invited to share their perceptions of the relationship 

between indigenous participation and internationalisation. 

GOH SI HAN 

THE CHANGING ROLE OF CONTEMPORARY CINEMATOGRAPHERS 

COMMUNICATION STUDIES NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 

The role of a cinematographer today has come under debate. While past notions have focused on technical aspects, new 

developments have revealed creative input of cinematographers that influences the final product artistically and 

emotionally. Furthermore, with a drastically changing landscape in filmmaking, it is crucial for cinematographers to adapt 

and stay up to date with industry practices, with technological advances in tools and with socially constructed tastes and 

fads. This study seeks to define the role of a cinematographer from the perspective of one as well as discover what changes 

has impacted this role. The methodology utilised in this study entails the conduct of a secondary analysis on interview 

transcripts of interviews with cinematographers. This textual analysis revealed four broad themes aligned with the study’s 

focus: cinematographers as craftsmen, overseeing technical aspects; cinematographic choices having an emotional impact; 

cinematographers as co-authors with creative input; and changes in job scope, tools or tastes. Together, these themes 

illustrate the now complex understanding of the role of cinematographers, a hybrid between technicians and artists as well 

as the reasons for such a development, all in line with the study’s aim of providing a deeper insight into the field of 

contemporary cinematography.  
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SESSION 6E – JOINT UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK/SINGAPORE MANAGEMENT UNIVERSITY 

#ICUR14  #S6E

AYESHA ISKANDER AND LAU XIN YI 

PERMEATING THE LIVES OF INDONESIAN FOREIGN WORKERS IN SINGAPORE: RISKS, CHALLENGES, AND DISPUTE 

RESOLUTION 

SOCIAL SCIENCES/ECONOMICS         SINGAPORE MANAGEMENT UNIVERSITY 

In this research paper, we sought to understand the unique challenges that female Indonesian domestic workers experience 

throughout the entire migration process and their stay in Singapore – from arrival to employment in the household space 

and lastly, their private spheres. This was explored through a series of qualitative interviews with various stakeholders 

including local Non-Governmental Organistations (NGOs) and 2 Indonesian Foreign Domestic Workers (FDWs). The first 

section of this paper examines the importance of considering globalization, neo-classical theories and social networks as 

factors driving migration flows in the context of Southeast Asia, before moving on specifically to include the historical and 

cultural background of Singapore in constructing the isolated position of ‘maids’ in the larger society. Thereafter, the second 

section of the paper analyses the findings from our interviews pertaining to the three aspects: arrival stage, working lives 

and personal lives respectively. Building on the valuable insights and perspectives narrated by the domestic workers, we 

then introduce recommendations for NGOs and the Singapore government that are aimed at improving the identification 

and management of employment problems, and ultimately better integrating Indonesian FDWs into the wider society. 

JEON SULI 

FOREIGN DOMESTIC WORKERS IN SINGAPORE 

SOCIAL SCIENCES         SINGAPORE MANAGEMENT UNIVERSITY 

This study identifies foreign domestic workers, who are well-known for the term "foreign maids," as the poor in Singapore. 

They are vulnerable to various shocks including remuneration, wage withholding and employer’s violence and also socially 

excluded due to insufficient personal time and negative social perception, but mostly incapable to change disadvantageous 

work conditions and social stance. The study finds the reason of such problem from economic structure, political interest 

and social recognition affected by gender, culture and ethnicity. Singapore has built up a structure where unskilled foreign 

laborers in a low wage serve dangerous, temporary jobs which have necessary roles in the nation but avoided by citizens 

who prefer high-class occupations. Government is passive in making legal reforms regarding foreign maids’ right, avoiding 

losing votes of citizens who have traditional disdain on economic value of woman’s housework and negative cultural 

stereotypes on non-Singaporean ethnicities. Lastly, this study points out the fact that labor-exporting countries are 

increasingly urging for improved human right and treatment and concludes that Singapore government together with social 

organizations should take stronger initiative in eliminating the bad practice and integrating different ethnicities into 

Singaporean societies. One of the most crucial sources of the study is interview material in March 2014, with the aid of a 

semi-structured questionnaire on two foreign worker right NGOs in Singapore, Humanitarian Organisation for Migration 

Economics (H.O.M.E.) and Transient Workers Count Too (TWC2), and on two Filipino maids on Lucky Plaza. 

REBECCA GITTINS 

WOMEN IN WALES AND WESTMINSTER: HOW POSITIVE IS POSITIVE DISCRIMINATION 

POLITICS AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES   UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK 

This study rests on the ongoing debate in political science regarding methodology; with the preference in this area often 

going to the perceived credibility that quantitative data appears to provide. This is the starting point for this study on gender 

equality in politics. In only dealing with quantitative data, political science extracts a very different picture of gender equality 

in politics than is the reality. Where the Welsh Assembly is often viewed as a glowing example of female presence in 

parliament, an assessment beyond the statistics tells a very different story. The first section of the research consists of data 

analysis using statistics regarding female politicians, where I make initial conclusions based on the data analysis only. The 

second section of my research sees the incorporation of qualitative data through the elite interviews of ‘parliamentary pairs’ 

of AM’s and MP’s, delving into how they perceive their status in parliament. The results provided by each method give very 

different perspectives and show that, in excluding qualitative research from this issue, we can only gain a narrow 

understanding and we do indeed limit strides in this field.  
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SESSION 7A – JOINT MONASH UNIVERSITY/UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK/NTU 

#ICUR14  #S7A

SEAN MULCAHY 

STORYTELLING IN INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIALS: A COMPARISON OF VICTIM-WITNESSES' EXPERIENCES AT THE ICTY 

AND TOKYO WOMEN’S TRIBUNAL 

LAW (INTERNATIONAL LAW)          MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 

There is debate within international criminal law over the effectiveness of international tribunals to deal with victims’ 

experiences, particularly if or how much opportunity should be given to victims to participate in trials. Research shows that 

victims “almost universally experience the trials as dehumanising and re-traumatising experiences”, so what can be done 

to make them more amenable to victims? Female victims played a prominent role in the International Criminal Tribunal for 

the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) established to prosecute international crimes including rape perpetrated during the Bosnian 

war, and the Women’s International War Crimes Tribunal on Japan’s Military Sexual Slavery (Tokyo Women’s Tribunal) 

established to provide justice for the ‘comfort women’ forced into military brothels by the Japanese during World War II. 

This study is concerned with the experience of victims who brought forth claims of rape and acted as witnesses or ‘victim-

witnesses’ in these trials. Comparing the experience of female victim-witnesses across the two tribunals, this paper will 

critique the dominant instrumentalist model of using the law as a means of seeking justice for victims and suggest 

new expressivist modes of addressing victims’ concerns through storytelling, with the ultimate recognition that what is 

needed is a synthesis approach that combines criminal justice and victim narratives within international criminal law trials. 

Criticisms arise of the failure of international criminal law to address the concerns of victim-witnesses, leading to a push by 

survivors to lead the way in developing new modes of victim participation in international criminal trials.  

SERENE JUAN 

IS FACEBOOK MAKING YOU FEEL FAT? THE EFFECTS OF FACEBOOK ON BODY SATISFACTION 

PSYCHOLOGY         NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY  

 The current study probes into whether peers and social media are hidden contributors of body image problems, by 

examining the impact of peer comparison on body satisfaction, with Facebook as a platform to compare one’s body to that 

of another peer. 64 undergraduate students were exposed to a series of edited Facebook pictures of either a thin or 

overweight peer, or neutral images. Their body satisfaction levels were collected both before and after exposure to the 

pictures to assess whether they experienced changes in body satisfaction. Facebook consumption patterns and body 

comparison levels were also collected to assess their contribution to the participants’ perception of the images and changes 

in their body satisfaction levels. An ANOVA analysis revealed that neither gender nor the type of picture one was exposed 

to had significantly affected body satisfaction levels. However, regression analyses indicated that the degree of body 

comparison and the total amount of time spent on Facebook significantly moderated the relationship between body 

comparison on Facebook and body satisfaction levels for females. In other words, females who tend to compare their 

bodies to their peers and who spend more time more time on Facebook are more likely to compare themselves to their 

peers online and experience changes in body satisfaction. No significant results were obtained for male participants. 

Although the study is an exploratory one, it highlights the potential dark side of Facebook’s power in influencing how 

individuals view themselves and its far-reaching consequences for body image. 

PAOLO VACCA 

DETECTING SARDINIAN LITERARY IDENTITY IN TRANSLATION 

LITERATURE   UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK 

The project explores translation patterns of literature produced in Sardinia in both Sardinian and Italian language by authors 

who accept – consciously or not – to be labelled as autori sardi. Data collected on literary exports to the mainland and 

abroad will allow me to identify and record translation channels across authors, publishers, translators and 'external' target 

audiences. The analysis will concentrate separately on translation of Sardinian into Italian and on translation of Italian and 

Italian-Sardinian plurilingualism into foreign languages, paying particular attention to English and other non-romance 

languages. The study will give an insight into the approach the global publishing market has towards minority languages 

and literature from the viewpoint of Sardinia. It will focus on translation as a decisive factor in consolidating a strong literary 

identity both without and within the local micro-system. Research carried out on market and public opinion through data 
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collection, consultation of print and online archives and interviews will explore how the translation process requires cultural 

minorities to stabilise artistically and linguistically. This in turn constructs a nameable source culture that is able to reach 

an external target culture and thus gain influence and stronger international recognition. 
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SESSION 7B – MONASH UNIVERSITY  

#ICUR14  #S7B

CAITLIN JENKINS 

BEHIND THE SCENES OF LEGALLY-ENFORCED TREATMENT FOR ANOREXIA NERVOSA 

LAW   UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK 

The forced treatment of adult women with anorexia nervosa sparks controversy, both legally and morally. Medically, the 

mental disorder anorexia nervosa involves self-induced weight loss and a distorted perception of body image. Using the 

Mental Health Act 1983 (MHA), patients can be legally force-fed without their consent. However, research in this area 

questions the effectiveness of enforced treatment for a disorder caused by a fierce desire for self-control. Indeed, empirical 

research suggests involuntary patients recover more slowly than those who consent. On the other hand, some academic 

commentators support involuntary treatment at a time when patients may not be thinking in their best interests. Recent 

qualitative studies reveal patients' attitudes and possible explanations for each view, but these could be distorted by their 

clinical setting. This research goes behind the scenes, to examine online blogs and forums and collect patients' private 

thoughts. Therefore, it addresses existing questions using a new method. My research explored attitudes towards 

involuntary treatment in practice, allowing examination of the law to be informed by the uncensored opinions of those 

affected. My research found that no consensus emerged as to patients' treatment preferences, therefore it was suggested 

that the individual patient's view is crucial to ascertaining their appropriate treatment. Currently, the MHA prescribes no 

such practice. It is argued that assessing the patient's capacity (using the current test in the Mental Capacity Act 2005) 

under the MHA would ascertain the patient's attitude to treatment for therapeutic purposes, even if she is ultimately 

treated without consent. 

CHRISTOPHER ALEXANDER 

AXIOMS OF MORALITY AND ETHICS IN NEGATIVE UTILITARIANISM 

MATHEMATICS   UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK 

Everyone has some intuition as to what is morally right and what is morally wrong. However, such intuitions can break 

down when moral questions become increasingly numerical. When faced with multiple decisions, how can we weigh one 

up against another? Attempts at resolving such problems include theories of Utilitarianism, the idea that a certain utility, 

such as happiness, is to be maximised. Negative Utilitarianism on the other hand, is one version in which a certain disutility, 

such as suffering, is to be minimised. Unfortunately, such theories aren't without substantial problems and the purpose of 

this ongoing research will be to modify Negative Utilitarianism by proposing additional principles or 'Axioms' that will 

attempt to resolve the existing problems. The method of such modification includes precisely defining an appropriate utility 

and then considering the possible distributions of this utility over a sentient population. The proposed axioms will be used 

in an algorithmic fashion to gauge which decisions are to be considered optimal or 'moral'. The axioms have been designed, 

in theory, to cover all scenarios of morality and ethics specifically taking into account: selflessness, the disparity between 

individual and collective utility, equality over a population and over time, population size and even scenarios involving 

abortion. The proposed system of axioms has been designed to accommodate differing intuitions, adding flexibility without 

compromising the mathematical structure of the system. Such axioms have immediate uses in Medical Ethics, Disaster 

Relief Prioritisation and the programming of a socially applicable morality into artificially intelligent systems. 
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SESSION 7C – MONASH UNIVERSITY  

#ICUR14  #S7C

CHIDO MWATURURA 

COULD MODIFYING MODERN DAY SOCIAL STRUCTURES TO RESEMBLE THOSE MORE SIMILAR TO ANCESTRAL SOCIAL 

STRUCTURES HELP IN THE TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF CLINICAL DEPRESSION? 

SCIENCE (BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE)  MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 

This research aims to investigate whether evolutionary medicine may help treat depression. Evolutionary medicine will be 

defined as: knowing about our evolutionary past; seeing how people have deviated from living like as our ancestors; then 

administering treatment that attempts to integrate things of the past into the present day. In order to endeavour to make 

this a cohesive argument I will be using an evolutionary, neuroscientific, and psychosocial approach. I will begin with a 

comparison ancestral social constructs with modern day ones. In modern day we may see more globalisation and 

immigration. These may be among some of the reasons that some people have begun to live in more isolated social 

constructs compared to the tribes/clans of our ancestors. Following this (supported by literature by Professor Robert 

Maurice Sapolsky) I will explore the possibility that this deviation from our evolutionary past might be putting humans in a 

situation of chronic stress, and the negative effects stress may have on human neurophysiology. This will lead to discussion 

of the implication of stress in depression, and by reviewing statistics from organisations such as Beyond Blue, I will discuss 

the incidence of depression and how this affects society. Finally, my conclusion will integrate the various literature reviews 

to provide answers to the question at hand. 

THAMIRES MONTEIRO DE MEDEIROS 

A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF THE ROLES AND EXPERIENCES OF PHC NURSING CONDUCTING CHILD ASSESSMENTS UNTIL THE 

SCHOOL AGE 

MEDICINE, NURSING, AND HEALTH SCIENCES (NURSING)        MONASH UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA 

This study aims to Identify, summarize and synthesize evidence on the roles and experiences of PHC nursing care of children 

until school age. The diverse nursing role in Child Health Care is considered including a range of activities on surveillance of 

child development, preventive health care and early intervention. Nursing in child health care seeks to promote child health, 

surveillance their growth, and ensure well development aiming to support behaviors that keep health for a life time (Sligar 

et al., 2007). The nursing child health care activities in PHC are broad and complex because involves a large range of 

interventions in different contexts, actions are needed on the individual, familiar and communitarian scopes (Hockenberry, 

2005). Thus, nurses should be prepared to carry out interventions such as routine growth, development screening and 

education with families about predicted developmental progress along the time. The child health surveillance request 

knowledge in several areas as health of newborn, health of scholar age child, of under risk or vulnerabilities child, about 

physical and developmental problems, on the identification of complex problems and diverse kinds of interventions as 

screening and immunization. The roles and actions developed by nurses in Child Care in PHC have shown paramount to 

consolidate the principles of PHC. Furthermore, the roles and activities developed by nurses in this area have changed in 

the course of the time which justifies this study which seeks to piece together, using the systematic review, the best 

scientific information produced in this field.  
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SESSION 7D – JOINT UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK/SINGAPORE MANAGEMENT UNIVERSITY/ 

UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

#ICUR14  #S7D

GAELEN PERRONE 

THE AGENCY COMPLEX AND THE CHARTER OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS OF THE EUROPE UNION: IMPLICATIONS FOR 

STRATEGIC LITIGATION IN THE POST-LISBON ERA 

POLITICAL SCIENCE AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

In 2009, the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union was incorporated into primary European Union (EU) law. 

The significance of this development, affixing individual human rights to the well-established doctrine of Community law 

supremacy, was heralded as the beginning of a new era for human rights protection in Europe. Seeking to evaluate the 

veracity of the Charter’s predicted efficacy, this study constitutes a close examination of the case law produced by the EU 

judiciary in the years subsequent to the Charter’s ratification. Four illustrative judgements from the Court of Justice of the 

European Union (CJEU), selected for their treatment of legal issues relating to the Charter and to the jurisdiction of the 

CJEU, comprise the primary source material used to determine whether the prospect of an individually accessible human 

rights regime has profited from this constitutional development. Contrary to its self-affirming purpose of positively 

impacting the transparency and accessibility of fundamental rights in the EU, this study concludes that the Charter is unable 

in its present configuration to support individual rights claims which do not involve EU law. 

KIM SHI YIN 

NEGOTIATING BETWEEN DEMOCRACY AND THE RULE OF LAW IN A CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRACY 

LAW (CONSTITUTIONAL)        SINGAPORE MANAGEMENT UNIVERSITY 

The spirit of constitutionalism embraces both Democracy and the Rule of Law. Yet, it seems that these two concepts 

contradict each other. The former promotes the subordination of governance to the people’s collective will; in this respect, 

the latter seems to stifle the aims of democracy by delimiting the scope of the electorate’s power to a “supra-political” law. 

However, it is clear that a State that embraces democracy cannot do without one or the other. Drawing on the criticisms of 

Richard Wollheim, I outline the paradoxes of constitutional democracy. I argue that ultimately, both doctrines share the 

common overarching objectives of protecting individual rights, equality, and political accountability of governing 

institutions. Both the doctrines’ respective means of achieving these objectives are necessarily different, but exist to 

minimize, if not eradicate, the shortcomings of the other doctrine. Hence, they must be applied concurrently to promote 

effective political governance. Nevertheless, the unquestioning and careless acceptance of the two different concepts could 

spell out a completely new set of problems for the State. For instance, the “negotiation” between the two doctrines may 

allow political leaders to selectively resort to one of either doctrine, whichever is supportive of their purposes, for justifying 

and furthering policies that are ultimately in their own interests. By analysing real-life examples, I will evaluate whether the 

blind acceptance of both doctrines would give wiggle-room for the political and power abuse, and will suggest a possible 

means of balancing between the two doctrines in order to resolve this problem. 

HOLLY WINTER 

IMPERIAL WAR TROPHIES AND THE INTEGRATION OF SOCIAL AND MILITARY HISTORIES OF THE ENGLISH EAST INDIA 

COMPANY. 

ARTS (HISTORY)  UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK 

Recent historical scholarship has approached the histories of the East India Companies from a social history perspective, 

moving away from the traditional trade and military based approaches. However, although this new research provides 

important new insights into the profound socio-cultural consequences of empire, the scholarship has reinforced an 

apparent division between the social and military histories of the East India Companies by failing to integrate experiences 

of war within the new cultural studies. My research seeks to move beyond these binaries by exploring the socio-cultural 

significance of a selection of war trophies from the battle of Seringapatam (1799). Using personal correspondence, 

portraiture and legal documents, this paper will demonstrate that despite being spoils of war, the Seringapatam war 

trophies held intensely personal meanings for the East India Company families who owned them. The trophies 

commemorated personal and familial sacrifices, were used as tools to construct high-status identities and were crucial in 

the construction of familial identity. By illustrating how Seringapatam war trophies were at once materialisations of colonial 
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domination and family heirlooms, this paper will demonstrate how studies of imperial culture can reconcile the 

conventionally disparate military and social histories of the East India Companies. My research will therefore suggest not 

only a transformation in the way we view colonial war trophies, but also the potential of war material culture to provide a 

more holistic understanding of the East India Companies' history that transcends traditional demarcations in the field. 
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SESSION 8A – JOINT UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK/UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA/SINGAPORE 

MANAGEMENT UNIVERSITY 

#ICUR14  #S8A

JESSICA SMITH 

NOKIA’S RISE, FALL AND RECOVERY IN THE EMERGING TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY 

ECONOMICS  UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

Innovation is a key area of concern today for many industries in Australia. The case study of Nokia offers insight into firm 

success in emerging industries. The paper argues that firm strategy cannot be considered in isolation. Rather, public policy 

which fosters innovation is essential to success. Nokia has been a path-blazer in the mobile telecommunications industry 

since its inception. The company was responsible for establishing the second generation, digital technology that became 

internationally dominant, released the first commercially-available mobile phone, and was an industry leader in product 

innovation. Nokia began in 1865 as a wood-grinding mill, and became the world’s largest mobile phone manufacturer by 

2000. And yet, the same firm was also almost bankrupted in 1990 because of strategic mistakes. This paper uses the 

Structure-Conduct-Performance (SCP) paradigm to investigate the market structure and public policy factors that affected 

Nokia’s strategic decisions and performance during the period 1980-2000. The SCP model is central to Industrial Economics, 

however, this paper is the first to use it to investigate the case of Nokia. This paper argues that by continuing to follow an 

outdated conglomerate strategy, Nokia caused its own near-collapse in the 1980s; and that Nokia’s phenomenal recovery 

in the 1990s can be attributed in part to their decision to focus on product and process innovation, but also to Finland’s 

public policy decisions which created a favourable climate for Nokia to flourish.  

KYLIE NG YIN PENG 

"IT'S NOT A KRYGYZ TRADITION!" EXAMINING THE KEY CAUSES BEHIND BRIDE KIDNAPPING IN KRYGYZSTAN 

SOCIAL SCIENCES        SINGAPORE MANAGEMENT UNIVERSITY 

Commonly framed as a unique Kyrgyz custom, bride kidnapping is unjust, barbaric and yet, still prevalently practiced in the 

country today. Unknown to most, the coercive practice is not an ethnic Kyrgyz tradition and frequently involves a lot of 

violence, abuse and shame being inflicted on the young women who are abducted. Using current research and interviews 

with Kyrgyz women who were kidnapped and forced into marriage, this paper distills and explains the key socio-political 

particularities that sustains these bride abductions, highlighting the need for advocacy to abolish the practice and ultimately 

improve the lot of women in Kyrgyzstan. 

HANNAH WHEATLEY 

A STUDY OF THE ARTEFACTS OF CULTURAL COLONIALISM FOUND IN MY BEDROOM 

POLITICS (INTERNATIONAL STUDIES)        UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK 

This article explores the concept of cultural appropriation and its associated impacts and motivations. I identify seven key 

objects that I own from ‘Other’ cultures and analyse them, alongside previous works in this field, in order to interrogate 

why I own them, what representations of the ‘Other’ I am mobilising, and the potential impacts that this could have on the 

cultures appropriated from. I conceptualise clothing and personal objects as a cultural signifying system and note the 

positive opportunities for self-determination through expression, but I conclude that cultural appropriation (in particular 

contexts) is underpinned by a colonial attitude whereby the white, ‘civilised’, ‘developed’ body steals from, uses and 

manipulates the representation of the exotic, ‘primitive’, ‘Other’ body. This project can be seen as my attempt to 

acknowledge the ‘cultural colonialism’ that motivates my own actions, and therefore to situate my local, individual actions 

within global, structural systems of oppression. I argue that acknowledgement of problematic actions is the starting point 

from which all other subversive action must be taken to oppose colonialism, and as such, it becomes a crucial endeavour. 
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SESSION 8B – JOINT UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK/NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 

#ICUR14  #S8B

WANQIAO ZHANG 

FABRICATION OF SUB-MONOLAYER OF ORDERED TRANSPARENT NANOSPHERES FOR OPTICAL APPLICATION 

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING  NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 

Metamaterials are defined as a group of artificially designed materials which cannot be found in nature with an array of 

complex metallic subwavelength components, giving rise to extraordinary optical propertie. The purpose of this project is 

to fabricate the curved surface for accommodating an alternating metal-dielectric layered composite structure as an optical 

hyper lens.The alternating metal-dielectric (for example: Ag and MgF2) layers can act as a superlens which overcomes the 

diffraction limit and offers sub-resolution imaging capability. Coupled with the curving design provided by self-assembled 

monolayer of silica microballs, the sub-diffraction object can not only be resolved clearly, but also magnified. The objectives 

of this project was fulfilled by four steps. The formation of stable sub-close packed monolayer of silica balls on quartz 

substrate went first, and then covered by free standing Ag-PDMS nanocomposite film, followed by the deposition of 

alternating metal-dielectric layers and finally spin-coating of a spacer and photoresist layer.After nearly one year’s effort 

we are pleased to have found that the actual result is in accordance with the expected outcome, which signals a positive 

hint of future success of the whole project. 

ALEX HALDANE 

NOVEL HELICAL GUIDED ENGINE VALVE PERFORMANCE THROUGH COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS ANALYSIS 

SCIENCE (ENGINEERING)      UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK 

A conventional internal combustion engine utilises poppet valves to control the flow of the air/fuel into the engine and also 

the release of exhaust gasses. While rotation of a conventional poppet valve around the axis of its stem is not constrained, 

the helical valve constrains its axial rotation by the use of a helical groove cut in the valve stem and a matching helical valve 

guide. Unlike a conventional poppet valve, the helical valve head is not perpendicular to its stem. As the valve opens, it 

rotates through 90° giving a great increase to the total area that the intake charge can flow. In this study, computational 

simulations have been performed to evaluate the performance of a novel helical valve using the large eddy simulation 

technique. Both helical and poppet values were considered for the intake while a poppet valve was used for the exhaust to 

maintain constant internal exhaust gas recirculation (IEGR) to provide a useful comparison between the two cases. The 

engine geometry was based on a Ducati 999R, and a typical piston motion was modelled in the simulation. Moving geometry 

simulations with morphing mesh were made possible by developing dynamic remeshing, generating a new mesh 

automatically when the mesh quality reduces due to the morphing of the mesh. The results show that the helical valve, 

compared to a conventional valve, produced a 5% improvement in peak mass flow rate and a 9% increase to the total mass 

of air drawn into the combustion chamber per intake stroke. 
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LILLIAN SEOW 

MHEALTH APPLICATIONS IN PSYCHIATRIC CARE: EMPOWERING PATIENTS AND PROMOTING COLLABORATIVE PRACTICE 

MEDICINE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

Mobile health (mHealth) is a field of technology that integrates mobile devices into patient care. The rise in mHealth 

systems is a valuable development to all areas of medicine, but it is perhaps needed most in psychiatry, as the experience 

of a mental health disorder is so potentially disempowering. We examined the implementation of an mHealth system at 

Perth Clinic, a private psychiatric hospital in Western Australia. The use of mHealth at Perth Clinic has allowed for real-time 

monitoring of patient progress, data management and the timely delivery of feedback on a large scale. These applications 

of mHealth are especially advantageous to psychiatric care, as they are associated with a range of positive implications 

regarding treatment outcomes in patients. The flexible nature of mHealth is an especially beneficial aspect of its 

implementation at Perth Clinic that has been instrumental in increasing patient engagement and empowerment in the 

treatment process. The flexibility of mHealth systems confirms the integral role of mHealth in enhancing future interactions 

between patients, staff and management, while improving clinical practices and outcomes. mHealth is particularly 

important for connecting people involved in the process of treatment to different aspects of psychiatric care, and its 

continued growth will not only be driven by advances in technology, but also by the people who use it. 

TOH JUNHAN 

JUST WAR THEORY AND HOW IT COULD BE ADAPTED TO THE MODERN CONTEXT 

SOCIAL SCIENCE      SINGAPORE MANAGEMENT UNIVERSITY 

Just War Theory has played a pivotal role in the politics of international relations and intervention, with several UN 

mandates, such as Responsibility to Protect, based on this theory. Despite its noble intentions, it has come under much 

criticism in recent times, with several academics questioning its principles and how effective Just War theory is in governing 

conflict between states. However, much of the analysis concerning Just War Theory has focused on the principles that it 

lacks in governing modern warfare, such as its inability to govern cyber warfare, and thus provide analysis of how to modify 

existing principles of Just War Theory or add new rules in order for Just War Theory to better suit the needs of the modern 

face of war. In this paper however, I will explore the philosophical roots of Just War Theory and analyze the very concept 

of Justice it is based on. Based on this analysis, this essay will argue that the philosophical foundations of Just War Theory 

are sorely lacking due to the form of Justice it is based on and it is this reason why it fails to account for the various moral 

issues in modern warfare, rather than as a result of it being an aged theory requiring cosmetic modification. This essay will 

then evaluate other philosophical concepts of Justice before providing an analysis of how these theories of Justice can 

contribute to Just War Theory in order for it to become a more comprehensive theory suited for modern warfare. 

ANNA CANLAN-SHAW 

THE GLOBAL SEX-TRAFFICKING CRISIS: HOW HONEST IF THE FILM INDUSTRY? 

THEATRE STUDIES        UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK 

Whilst people are conscious of ‘trafficking’ and its relation to the human form, the discourse relating to marketing and 

sexual exploitation within the sex trade is less understood. The commodification of women and girls imposes a hurdle to 

the promotion of human rights, and this incomprehension causes legislative gaps worldwide. Given that film is an accessible 

means of information dissemination in the modern world, this paper explores the representation of sex trafficking in films, 

and their impact on the wider discourse. Questioning the accuracy of film depictions, it considers whether such a medium 

can incite change. It demonstrates how globalisation and the spread of western capitalism has increased global poverty by 

exacerbating wealth disparities in exploited areas, and contemplates how successfully films illustrate this. It considers how 

prevailing cultural attitudes intensify global gender inequalities, which facilitate the profitability and feasibility of sex 

trafficking. It connects these broader issues to the finer nuances that sustain the industry including increased mobility 

across borders, and questions how effectively films depict this correlation. Finally, It explores the on-going power struggle 

between organisations attempting to combat sex trafficking, and the governments and police officials who appear 

inherently invested in its preservation. Some films offer accurate insights into sex trafficking, showing how the industry’s 
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finer intricacies are fuelled by greater factors. Nevertheless, these are sometimes overshadowed by pressure to produce 

an entertaining piece. Ultimately, the film industry may be counterproductive as a source of change given its affinity to 

activities associated with the sex trafficking industry. 
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XINYI CHIA 

ELECTROCHEMISTRY OF MOS2 MATERIALS AND THEIR ACTIVATION FOR ELECTROCHEMICAL APPLICATIONS 

SCIENCE (CHEMISTRY)  NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 

Amidst all transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), MoS2 is most frequently explored. Here, we report on inherent 

electrochemistry of bulk and exfoliated MoS2 materials and their activation by electrochemical techniques of oxidation and 

reduction. We study how undertaking the materials to a preliminary oxidative or reductive electrochemical treatment has 

a dramatic effect to their electrocatalytic properties which enables precise control and tuning. Such effect is amplified when 

the bulk MoS2 material is exfoliated to few-layer nanosheets. While oxidized MoS2 materials displayed slower 

heterogeneous electron transfer (HET) rates than the untreated counterparts, the reduction treatment produced strikingly 

faster HET rates in the presence of [Fe(CN)6]4-/3-. The pH during the electrochemical activation governs the resulting HET 

rates. Acidic pretreatment conditions hamper electron transfer while alkaline conditions accelerate HET rates of oxidized 

MoS2 materials. MoS2 materials are known to possess interesting catalytic properties towards the hydrogen evolution 

reaction (HER). We show that a controlled electrochemical pretreatment can tune catalytic properties of thin MoS2 films. 

In particular, by subjecting the MoS2 materials to electrochemical reduction, lower Tafel slopes compared to those 

measured with untreated films, are obtained for HER while an oxidative treatment strongly impedes the catalytic process. 

Again, the influence of the electrochemical treatment to the catalytic properties of MoS2 materials is more evident for the 

exfoliated material. Various electrochemical treatment potentials have been investigated to determine the optimal 

conditions to achieve the best performing material. These findings can be translated into a gamut of electrochemical 

applications such as sensing and energy generation. 

HEATHER BARNES 

REVEALING THE SECRETS AND POTENTIAL OF MARINE BACTERIA IN THE EARTH’S OCEANS 

SCIENCE (LIFE SCIENCES)      UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK 

Marine bacteria are vital for maintaining major biochemical cycles in the Earth’s oceans.  Phototrophs, as primary producers, 

fix carbon and heterotrophs utilise leaked organic matter as a source of carbon and energy recycling vital nutrients, like 

nitrogen and phosphorus, that are funnelled back to primary producers.  Marine Picocyanobacteria are primary producers 

that dominate oceans with two genera, Prochlorococcus in oligotrophic waters and Synechococcus* in mesotrophic marine 

environments. These organisms account for 50% of global primary production playing a vital role in carbon sequestration 

from the atmosphere and, despite being self-sufficient in acquiring energy and carbon, strongly rely on the heterotrophic 

community to thrive. This raises the prospects of unusual interactions between major biochemical cycles in specific 

habitable zones. There is, however, little information on these interactions. Previous work has demonstrated dependence 

of Synechococcus strains on growing in presence of heterotrophic bacteria. A shotgun proteomic analysis of interactions 

between cyanobacterium Synechococcus sp. WH7803 and heterotrophic Ruegeria pomeroyi DSS-3 from the relevant 

Roseobacter* clade showed a strong up-regulation of hypothetical protein P1017. P1017 is an uncharacterised, highly 

conserved open reading frame. The aim is to examine the role of P1017 as a potential proximity/bacterial interaction trigger. 

Wild-type and P1017 mutant strains of Synechococcus WH7803 will be compared in terms of growth rate, survival and 

morphology. In parallel, expression of this gene under differing growth conditions will be monitored by RT-qPCR.  Lastly, 

comparative proteomic studies will be undertaken at key stages of growth in attempt to correlate P1017 to microbial 

interactions.  

LEE STAPLES 

EDDY CURRENT TESTING OF AEROSPACE COMPONENTS 

SCIENCE (PHYSICS)        UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK 

Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) uses various methods such as ultrasound and eddy current measurements to detect defects 

in safety critical components. Metals such as titanium and stainless steel are used extensively in the aerospace and nuclear 

industries, so it is extremely important to all of us that defects arising in these components are detected at the earliest 

possible stage. This generally means that the defects we would like to detect are very small, typically much less than 1mm 

in length for a surface crack. This project will use eddy current testing to detect small surface breaking cracks, by measuring 
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the change in the electrical response of a small coil as it passes over a defect. The detection of small surface breaking defects 

on metals with low electrical conductivity, such as titanium or stainless steel, is challenging; for good sensitivity, the 

electromagnetic skin-depth needs to be comparable to the defect size, which requires operation at MHz frequencies. One 

of the major challenges in high frequency eddy current testing is that cable capacitance (between the instrument and the 

probe) becomes significant in the MHz range, and there are significant benefits to locating the electrical circuitry directly 

behind the coils. We shall design and build a miniature electrical circuit using rapid prototyping, which is capable of driving 

a coil, located on a former that also holds the coils. This will dramatically enhance eddy current inspection sensitivity, 

improving safety of both aircraft and power stations. 
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RENEE COTSIS 

WHITE AND ASIAN DIFFERENCE IN PURSUING MATH 

SOCIAL SCIENCES BARUCH COLLEGE, CUNY 

Between 2005 and 2012, Asian or Pacific Islanders have scored consistently about 40 to 60 points higher than Caucasian 

students on the mathematics sections of the SAT (U.S. Department of Education). These gaps in performance lead to a 

general stereotype in schools that “Asians are good at math”. What is the cause of this stereotype?  We propose two 

possibilities: the interaction between ability-based sense of belonging (SOB) and stereotype lift, and the interaction 

between effort-based SOB and traditional Asian cultural values. We predict that effort-based SOB and Asian cultural values 

will trump the other interaction as the cause behind this stereotype. We hypothesize that Asian participants will have a 

higher intent to pursue math when compared to Whites, and that Asians will have a higher intent to pursue math in the 

effort-based SOB condition than in the ability-based condition. 91 participants from Baruch College (41 White, 50 Asian) 

read a manipulation article to instill either effort or ability-based SOB, and then took a SOB to Math Scale and an Intent to 

Pursue Math Scale. Results showed a significant main effect of SOB condition, indicating the manipulation articles were 

effective in instilling the proper SOB beliefs in the participants. In addition, at the baseline, Asian participants had higher 

effort-based SOB beliefs, supporting our predictions about the strength of Asian cultural values. There was also a marginally 

significant main effect of race— Asians had a higher intent to pursue math than Whites. Planned comparisons indicated 

that within the effort-based SOB condition, Asians had a higher intent to pursue math than Whites. 

LIAM LEWIS 

THE LION IN YVAIN AND THE MEDIEVAL FRENCH BESTIARY 

SCIENCE (LIFE SCIENCES)      UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK 

The lion was a particularly significant animal for the western medieval world. Its status as the king of beasts placed it at the 

centre of social and religious codes which drew on figures from the animal kingdom: in religious iconography as a 

representation of Christ, and in heraldic symbolism, to take just two examples. However, despite the wealth of medieval 

literature and art featuring the lion, the importance of this particular animal in studies of Chrétien de Troyes’ Le Chevalier 

au Lion is often displaced by questions concerning the effect of the appearance of the lion on the protagonist Yvain’s identity. 

The problem with focussing the attention solely on Yvain is that the cultural significance that comes with the figure of the 

lion itself is neglected. It is thus important to create some space in which the figure of the lion in Le chevalier au Lion can 

be examined on its own merit. By examining how Chrétien de Troyes could be drawing upon, challenging or reinventing the 

lions represented in 12th century bestiary manuscripts, I consider the links between animal and human identity and how 

animal identity in particular is represented for interpretation across these texts. 

ALEXANDRU COCA 

TOWARDS A KITE-BASED ENERGY HARVESTING PROCESS: INVESTIGATING THE DYNAMICS OF A KITE IN A WIND TUNNEL 

SCIENCE (SYSTEMS ENGINEERING)        UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK 

A data-driven approach to modelling the dynamic equation of a kite in a wind tunnel is presented. The method entails 

defining a generative model that could generate the experimental data and determining its unknown parameters via a 

variational Bayesian algorithm. A stochastic differential equation (SDE) is reconstructed from experimental data. The 

variational technique is applied to a time series containing m=4000 data points, describing the x-direction oscillation of a 

point on a tailless kite flying at 4 ms^(-1). This training set for model learning was chosen from 64 available experimental 

records of the oscillation of tailless and tailed kites under various wind conditions. This selection was motivated by the 

results of a statistical analysis which revealed that a non-linear stochastic second order differential equation is potentially 

a suitable generative model for the flight of the kite at high wind speeds. Linear, quadratic, cubic and quintic models were 

investigated. It was proven that the complete second order damping nonlinearity does not model the kite dynamics 

accurately since the constant and quadratic terms yield a decaying mean solution for the reconstructed SDE. The fitting was 

achieved with first, third and fifth order polynomials. These models produced qualitatively similar results to the 

experimental data with precision values ranging between 0.48 and 16.08, which varied when shorter time series (m=300 
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points) were reconstructed.  In both cases, the model evidence, a parameter quantifying the probability of observing the 

data given the model, requires further optimisation. 
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DANIEL YANG 

DEMOCRATISATION IN SOUTH KOREA DURING THE 1980S 

POLITICAL SCIENCE BARUCH COLLEGE, CUNY 

South Korea’s democratization process appears to have begun in 1986, when President Chun responded to massive civilian 
protest and announced a direct and free election. But Korea’s road to democracy was much longer than meets the eye. 
Dated from the moment of Korea’s independence after the Japanese surrender, it took more than 40 years to arrive at 
those transition elections, and sustain a true, liberal democratization process. This paper asks: What delayed South Korea’s 
democracy? To answer this question, I argue that South Korea’s democratization has been delayed due to the lack of legal 
justice, truth finding and reconciliation processes at certain moments of South Korea’s modern history. Specifically, the 
paper employs the methodology of process tracing and path dependency analysis, and identifies two critical junctures when 
impunity was allowed to stand, “veto players” –both internal and external— asserted their power, and democratization 
was held back. These critical junctures are 1) the post-World War II period, when the newly established South Korean 
government failed to prosecute pro-Japanese collaborators, and 2) the 1980’s, when dictator Park was assassinated and 
the interim government failed to hold the Park administration accountable for its wrong doings. This paper focuses on the 
interaction of internal and external factors that accounts for the reinforcement of the impunity path over time. I then 
conclude by discussing the current state of Korea’s democracy, specifically evaluating the impact of its Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission and its attempt to bring some means of justice after sixty years of impunity.   

CHARLES BEIROUTI 

FRENCH PROPAGANDA, PERSUASION AND THE ALGERIAN WAR 

FRENCH STUDIES      UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK 

I carried out my research as a 2013 URSS intern, and at the outset, my subject matter was decidedly broad: French 

government- and army-produced propaganda released during the Algerian War (1954-1962). In order to concentrate my 

research, and make it more original, I decided to focus on one element of French Algerian War propaganda among many: 

government-approved newsreels broadcast to the French public between 1954 and 1962. I consulted this resource at the 

website of France’s National Audiovisual Institute, and felt that it was worthy of prolonged study for three reasons: 1. These 

newsreels provide the historian with an insight into the French government’s Algerian policy in the 1950s and 1960s. 2. 

They can help us to better understand French perceptions of Algeria and the Algerians during the period in question.  3. 

The Algerian conflict was among the first to be truly televised, and thus set an important standard for war reporting. My 

research into this area was supplemented by resources consulted at the Institut du Monde Arabe in Paris and at the 

Bodleian library in Oxford. The vast majority of newsreels examined focused on the French army, and revealed that their 

mission in Algeria was comprehended primarily in terms of the European ‘Mission Civilisatrice’, that is to say, the notion 

that European states had a duty to civilise ‘primitive’ peoples worldwide. By ‘civilising’ Algeria, the French felt that they  

were continuing to uphold the lofty values of their republican tradition - the inexorable spread of liberté, égalité, fraternité. 

EDWARD WOODFORD 

AMERICA’S COVERT WARS: SECRETS, CONTRADICTIONS AND PARADOXES 

POLITICS (PPE)         UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK 

America has waged a counter-terror campaign for over a decade.  This paper focuses on the intelligence agencies’ ‘kinetic 

role,’  which is defined as operations geared towards “fixing, rather than watching”.   Krongard identified in 2001 that the 

“war on terror" would be "won in large measure” by covert kinetic action.   With the backdrop that the threat from terrorism 

remains, it is important to assess how a significant tool in this long campaign has evolved.   I identify changes in US ‘kinetic 

action’ and demonstrate that it has been consistently characterised by a series of paradoxes and contradictions. In section 

iii, I focus on the shift from capturing to killing suspected terrorists. Although these kinetic operations have seemingly 

increased the role of America’s intelligence agencies, the degree to which they are intelligence driven has diminished.   In 

section iv, it is shown that kinetic operations undermine international co-operation, which is necessary to combat the 

transnational threat of terrorism.  Section v addresses the irony that US operations have become tactically more precise, 

but increasingly strategically incontinent.  In section vi, I raise the possibility that the US intelligence agencies have adopted 

a contradictory counter-terrorism strategy by killing members of terrorist factions with whom they are engaged in 

clandestine ‘peace talks’ with. 
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